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Abstract (Deutsch)
In dieser Arbeit wurde eine Machine Learning Software (Random Forest, Elastic Net und
Radial Basis Function Support Vector Machine) mit Nutzung biologischen Fachwissens zur
Feature Selection entwickelt, um die Sensitivität (AUC) von Krebszelllinien mit gegebener
genetischer Information in Bezug auf 250 Medikamente und radioaktiver Strahlung
vorherzusagen. Für die meisten Medikamente konnte keine zuverlässige Vorhersage
berechnet werden – bei 35 wurde mindestens ein R2 Wert ab 0.2 erreicht, maximal 0.46 für
Dabrafenib mit Random Forest. Die Feature Importances für jene 35 Datenbanken wurden
zusammen mit der zur radioaktiven Strahlung untersucht; dabei konnten neue und bereits
vorhandene Einsichten gewonnen werden, unter anderem dass die Genexpression von IKZF1
für mehrere Medikamente besonders zur Vorhersage beiträgt und Genexpressionen im
Gesamtbild eine größere Rolle als Mutationen spielen oder dass BRAF und ARAF
Mutationen bei der Vorhersage für Dabrafenib wichtig sind, eine Tatsache die der Erwartung
entspricht. Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit mögen der wissenschaftlichen Gemeinde neue
Anreize geben, bestimmte Gen-Medikament Wechselwirkungen genauer zu untersuchen. Vor
allem nicht lineare Zusammenhänge sind hierbei von Bedeutung, wie die Ergebnisse der
Feature Importances für Random Forest und Elastic Net zeigen konnten. Der nächste Schritt
ist die Implementierung eines Empfehlungssystems und die Weiterarbeit an der Software/
Datenqualität, um die Vorhersagen zu verbessern.
Abstract (English)
In this thesis, a machine learning software (Random Forest, Elastic Net und Radial Basis
Function Support Vector Machine) using biological pre-knowledge for feature selection has
been developed to predict cancer cell line sensitivity (AUC) to 250 drugs and radiation with
given genetic data. Most of the drugs were unpredictable, but for 35 at least one R2 score
from upwards 0.2 were achieved, at a maximum of 0.46 for Dabrafenib using Random Forest.
Feature importances for these 35 drugs and the radiation dataset were examined resulting in
new insights and some that were known, for example gene expression of IKZF1 plays a role
for the prediction of different drugs and gene expression in general is more important than
mutation or that BRAF and ARAF mutations are important to predict Dabrafenib, a result one
might expect. The results of this thesis may motivate the scientific community to analyse
specific drugs further. As the feature importance results for Random Forest and Elastic Net
suggest, especially non-linear relations are common. The next step is the implementation of a
recommendation system and further work on the software/ data quality to improve predictive
scores.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
One of mankind’s greatest goals is to find a cure for cancer. Therefore, billions of US Dollars
are spent and lost due to a loss in the value of disability-adjusted life years, summed up to
1.16 trillion USD in 2010 [1] – this represents about 1.8 percent of the world’s GDP of the
respective year [2]. Still, about 8.2 million people died in 2012 because of cancer [3] and
there is no general treatment to cure the variety of cancer diseases. These numbers clearly
show the significance and the importance for scientific progress towards cancer in a
humanitarian and an economic manner.
With the growing progress in computer science, a new research field – bioinformatics –
evolved and gains more and more importance. Today, so-called Artificial Intelligence gains
much attention in the mainstream and many people see it as the next big step in science,
society and economics. Thus, it is not surprising that analytical tools in bioinformatics found
their way into medicine, more specifically into predictive medicine. This gives hope for a
way to improve cancer treatment: In many cases, oncologists just try different drugs (a socalled cocktail) on the patient and hope that the cancer mass decreases. Since cancer cells can
be resistant to a cocktail and the drugs themselves often cause severe side effects, it would be
desirable if the oncologist could use a more sophisticated approach to treat a patient
individually: If it was possible to predict how the patient’s cancer cells would react towards
medical treatment, the oncologist could use that as a guide for the selection of drugs.
This thesis aims to implement a first step for such a predictive approach on different cancer
cell line datasets to analyse the possibilities of such an analysis.
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1.2 Cancer
1.2.1 General
To begin with, it should be clarified what cancer is. It sums up a variety of diseases that share
one property: The uncontrolled proliferation of cells, resulting in neoplasia. Cancer is a
subgroup of tumours that can be divided into three different groups [4]:
•

benign tumour cells which are differentiated, slow and locally growing cells that do
not enter neighbouring tissue

•

malign tumour cells, commonly referred as cancer which are de-differentiated, fast
and aggressively growing cells that grow into neighbouring tissue and have the ability
to spread around the body via blood and lymph vessels (metastasis)

•

semi-malign tumour cells that share the same properties as malign ones, apart from
their disability to spread via metastasis

Cancer can evolve from almost any kind of cells – more than 100 types of cancer are known
[5]. Additionally, there are three main groups and many subgroups of cancer, including
[4][5]:
•

Carcinoma; consisting of epithelial cells and most common, thus formed in inner and
outer surface tissue
o Melanoma; derived from melanocytes, thus most commonly occurring on the
skin

•

Sarcoma; consisting of mesenchymal cells, thus formed in bones and soft tissues
o Leukaemia; evolving in the bone marrow
o Lymphoma; derived from lymphocytes
o Multiple myeloma; derived from plasmatic cells
o Brain and spinal cord cancer; evolving in the brain or the spinal cord with a
high variety of subtypes

•

Blastoma; consisting of undifferentiated cells/ embryonic cells, most common in
children
o Retinoblastoma; derived from the retina in the eye
o Neuroblastoma; derived from neural cells
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This variety is one of many reasons that make a general cure so difficult. It is obvious that
cancer is a disease directly linked to the genetic profile of a patient. But what drives this
disease? How does is evolve and why? These questions will be answered in the following
section.

1.2.2 Hallmarks of cancer
Over the last decades, typical properties of cancer became evident which define all cancer
types. Six of these hallmarks have been proven crucial [6]:
•

Sustaining proliferative signalling

•

Evading growth suppressors

•

Activating invasion and metastasis

•

Enabling replicative immortality

•

Inducing angiogenesis

•

Resisting cell death

All points listed above play an important role in cancer progression and will be introduced in
the following sections.

1.2.2.1 Sustaining proliferate signalling
It is obvious that cancer cells must sustain proliferate signalling since this property is
included in the definition of cancer. Closely linked to this is the second hallmark of evading
growth suppressors. Usually, the activation of so-called oncogenes and deactivation of
tumour suppressor genes leads to altered enzyme pathway activity playing a role in cell
growth and apoptosis. Such an imbalance in the naturally regulated homeostasis directly
leads to cell proliferation. But one mutation alone is not sufficient for carcinogenesis;
according to Knudson’s hypothesis, a second mutation has to occur in the same respective
cell [7] [8].
One hyper activated pathway contributing to the sustainability of proliferative signalling is
the MAP-kinase pathway. In this pathway, the Ras protein family plays a central role. Three
genes, so-called proto- oncogenes encode Ras: HRAS, NRAS and KRAS. Due to mutations,
they may transform to oncogenes, meaning genes that contribute to abnormal proliferation.
Ras proteins are small G-proteins transmitting between primary and secondary messengers
that activate proteins stimulating cell proliferation [10, pp. 181-184] [11]. This specific
pathway will be dealt with in this work later.
3

1.2.2.2 Evading growth suppressors
The most common way to evade growth suppressors is achieved by a mutation on a tumour
suppressor gene. There are many such genes and they will play an important role in the
analytical part of this work. The most prominent gene of this group is TP53 which encodes
the p53 protein, a transcription factor [4]. p53 regulates the cell cycle by monitoring the state
of DNA – cell replication can be stopped at the intersection between the G1 and S phase in a
cell’s cycle. The reason for this mechanism can be explained with the means of DNA repair:
If damage is located on the DNA and this damage would lead to phenotypical difficulties and
complications, the stop in the cell cycle represents the first step towards its repair. After that,
different (repair) enzymes like the DNA glycosylase, DNA endonuclease, DNA polymerase
and many more get the time to fix the DNA damage, depending on the type (single strand,
double strand and their different repair subgroups). Alternatively, p53 can initiate apoptosis
[4].
A mutation in TP53 leading to a loss of function can be the first step to initiate cell
proliferation and is common among many different cancer cells.
Another representative of tumour suppressor genes is the RB gene encoding the pRb protein,
which was the first gene of its kind to be mentioned in scientific literature [9]. As p53, it
plays an important role in the cell cycle, more precisely in the intersection between the G1
and S phase, again. It has twelve phosphorylation sites and while being active
(hypophosphorylated state) it binds the transcription factor E2F [10, pp. 181-184]. Cyclins
and cyclidin-dependent kinases (CDKs) bound in complexes interact with pRb by
phosphorylation – a hyperphosphorylated pRb is inactive and thus the binding to E2F is
stopped. After this action, the transcriptions caused by E2F can take place and the cell cycle
proceeds. As mentioned above in Knudson’s hypothesis, two mutations must alter the genetic
profile in at least one respective cell. RB stands for Retinoblastoma, an eye cancer that mostly
affects small children. 40% of the cases got the mutation from their germ line, but a mutation
in the second allele must happen to develop cancer [9]. This fact was described by Knudson
when he first introduced his hypothesis [8].
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1.2.2.3 Activating invasion and metastasis
The hallmark of activating invasion and metastasis describes the ability of cancer cells to
leave the primary tumour they originated from, travel via the blood stream or lymphatic
system and spread on another area of a patient’s body. A studied mechanism to acquire this
ability is the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) where an epithelial cell (surface layer
cell in organs and in the blood stream system) undergoes a transition into a mesenchymal cell
(embryonic connective tissue) [6] [12] [13] [14]. In many carcinomas, E-cadherin, an
important glycoprotein on the cell membrane, is expressed in epithelial cells and results in
adhesion to other cells. Different proteins bind to E-cadherin, for instance α- and β-catenin
[15]. On the contrary, N-cadherin is expressed in mesenchymal cells with a lack of Ecadherin leading to the ability to leave the original cell community [6]. A secondary tumour
starts growing if the reverse transition can be enabled (MET), a process little is known about
[6] [14].
It has been shown that a bunch of transcription factors as Snail, Slug, SIP1 and ZEB-1 inhibit
E-cadherin expression and that Twist is upregulated in the case of E-cadherin loss, a
necessary condition for metastasis – in this case for breast cancer cells [15]. The transcription
factor Twist acts as a master regulator and its role in metastasis is crucial; its overexpression
leads to the loss of E-cadherin and mesenchymal markers like N-cadherin and fibronectin are
expressed in mouse models for breast cancer [16].
It could be that Twist is upregulated because of E-cadherin loss [15]. These genetic
correlations are central for the analysis described in this work since these specific genes can
be appended to the gene lists (explained in 2.1.3 Gene lists) to predict cancer cell sensitivity.
Nevertheless, inconsistent study results on colorectal cancer exist and it has been reported
that loss of E-cadherin expression promotes lymph node metastasis but a significant
correlation with distant metastasis could not be underlined [17]. The relation with loss of Ecadherin is one the scientific community gained most knowledge about. Other mechanisms
seem to be crucial for metastasis, since it has been shown that lung metastases in mice
models where highly independent of EMT [18].
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1.2.2.4 Enabling replicative immortality
The next hallmark, enabling replicative immortality, is probably the most famous one since
many people outside the scientific community are familiar with the matter that cancer cells
‘cannot die’. To gain this ability, cancer cells can restore/conserve their telomeres which
consist of ordered nucleotides at the end of chromosomes [6]. These telomeres protect the
DNA from senescence, mutations and degradation [6] [19]. The sequence that is repeated in
telomeres is TTAGG where six proteins building up shelterin (telosome) can bind at TRF1,
TRF2, TIN2, POT1, TPP1 encoded by the ACD gene and RAP1 [19] [20] [21] [22]. This
shelterin complex protects the telomeres from degradation.
In normal cells, each cell division results in a shortening of the telomeres leading to a
phenomenon called the Hayflick limit which describes the situation where a cell is not able to
divide any more [23]. Cancer cells manage to bypass this limit by enabling the restoration
and conservation of their telomeres, as mentioned above. To do so, 85% of human cancer
cells re-activate the enzyme telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein that adds base pairs at the
telomeres since DNA polymerase is not able to do so [22]. Telomerase consists of the
(human) telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) and (human) telomerase RNA component
(hTR) where especially hTERT is critical to telomerase activation via mutations on its
promoter region; telomerase activity is directly dependent on hTERT mRNA transcription
[22].
hTERT is not only linked to telomerase since it influences the expression levels of Wnt/ βcatenin, NF-κB signalling, EMT and more [19] [21] [22] [24]. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified
relation between hTERT and the first two pathways mentioned, where additional enzymes
play a role in the respective pathway. This once and again shows the high complexity of
genetic relations that contribute to the large variety of cancer diseases and underlines the
difficulty to treat them with a single treatment.
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Figure 1.1: Wnt/ β-catenin and NF-κB pathways
Proposed relationship between hTERT and the pathways of Wnt/ β-catenin and NF-κB, where hTERT
influences the expression of these pathways and vice versa; taken from [19]. Relations like these are important
to create the gene lists in the analytical part of this work.

One may ask how the remaining 15% of cancer cells manage to restore and conserve their
telomeres. The underlying mechanism is called alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT)
which is completely independent of telomerase activity and based on genetic recombination
[19] [25] [26]. It is reported that the telomere lengths in the same single cell occur with high
variety [25]. Nevertheless, recent research indicates that ALT-associated promyelocytic
leukemia (PML) nuclear bodies (APBs) accumulate on telomeres at the end of chromosomes,
almost 30 proteins have been identified including telomere organization-related ones [26].
PMLs are spherical matrix-associated domains that accumulate different proteins to
coordinate a variety of DNA functions [27].
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1.2.2.5 Inducing angiogenesis
The fifth of the list, namely inducing angiogenesis, is a critical step for a tumour to get better
access to nutrients and the blood stream, a step to enable metastasis. In contrast to
vasculogenesis where new blood vessels are formed from angioblasts (endothelial progenitor
cells) [28], angiogenesis describes the process of blood vessel formation from existing
vessels [6] [29]. A central protein for this process is the vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) which has seven family members: VEGF-A - VEGF-F and PIGF, where VEGF-E is
of viral origin and VEGF-F is a snake venom [30]. VEGF-A plays an important role related
to cancer [6] and VEGF-B promotes metastasis without being dependent on VEGF-A [31].
There is a variety of different isoforms for most of these proteins [30] and there are three
tyrosine kinases, VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2 and VEGFR-3 which function as receptors [6] [30].
Thus, it is no surprise that especially VEGF-A and VEGF-B have been found overexpressed
in different cancers [6] [30] [31]. Besides this, it was found that VEGF-C induces
lymphangiogenesis (formation of lymphatic vessels) in breast cancer [32] [33] and VEGF-C
overexpression can lead to non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) metastasis after activating
tumour-associated macrophages (TAMs) [34], a phenomenon known prior to these findings
[6]. It was also reported that VEGF-C induces angiogenesis in human breast cancer [35].
Besides members of the VEGF family, the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family also plays a
role in angiogenesis [6] [36]. This protein family counts 18 members connected to four
tyrosine kinase FGF receptors, listed as FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3 and FGFR4 and the role of
these growth factors are diverse, ranging from proliferation to survival, migration and
differentiation [36] [37] [38]. This means that VEGFs and VEGFRs play an important role
for other hallmarks, precisely proliferation and invasion, as well. Once again, this underlines
and shows the highly complex relations between cancer and the genetic biosphere.
It was reported that especially FGF1 and FGF2 are related to angiogenesis; FGFR1-IIIc and
FGFR2-IIIc, both specific isoforms, can be highly expressed by epithelial cells [36]. FGFRs
and FGFs can be found mutated or amplified – a relation depending on the cancer type [36]
[37]. To present this fact more clearly, Figure 1.2 and 1.3 visualise the associated prevalence.
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Figure 1.2: FGFR prevalence across different cancers (gene expression and copy number alteration)
Prevalence visualisation for copy number variations and gene expression variations for the four types of tyrosine
kinase receptors FGFR1 to FGFR4, taken from [37] and according to the COSMIC dataset. CNS: central
nervous system, H&L: haematopoietic and lymphoid, LI: large intestine.

As the figure shows, specific amplifications depend on the type of cancer. For instance, about
9% of the lung cancer samples inhibit a gain via copy number alteration for FGFR1, whereas
the frequency for FGFR2 and FGFR3 is below 1% and for FGFR4, lung cancer is not even
listed. A similar relation applies to breast cancer cells, where more than 12% show a gain in
FGFR1 and for the other tyrosine kinase receptors the percentages are neglectable. When it
comes to gene expression variations, there is a higher prevalence across different cancer
samples for FGFR2, FGFR3 and FGFR4, whereas FGFR1 is not listed.
9

Figure 1.3: FGFR prevalence across different cancers (mutation)
Prevalence visualisation for point mutations for the four types of tyrosine kinase receptors FGFR1 to FGFR4,
taken from [37] and according to the COSMIC dataset. CNS, H&L and LI as noted in Figure 1.2, AG:
autonomic ganglia, BT: biliary tract, NS: not specified, SG: salivary gland, SI: small intestine, ST: soft tissue,
UAT: upper aerodigestive tract and UT: urinary tract.

Unequivocally, Figure 1.3 shows the specific cancer type relation for mutations, as well. No
cancer cells presented show an equal high distribution (in the same order of magnitude)
across multiple receptors. Strikingly, urinary tract cancer samples (bladder cancer) show a
high mutation prevalence for FGFR3 (40%), a context known in the scientific community and
an interesting target for treatment [36] [39] [40] [41]. The high percentage of skin cancer
cells for the same receptor (around 17%) is notable, a relation that has been reported, as well
[42].
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1.2.2.6 Resisting cell death
Finally, the last hallmark is introduced, resisting cell death. There are various ways how a
cell can go through programmed cell death: Via apoptosis, necroptosis or autophagy [43].
Cancer cells must evade these limits to grow and develop [6].
Apoptosis is the best-known mechanism of programmed cell death that can be triggered by
TP53 after DNA damage, as already mentioned. It can be activated intrinsically or
extrinsically: The so-called apoptosome is formed in the intrinsic case after the release of
cytochrome c through mitochondrial membranes – termed as mitochondrial outer membrane
permeabilization (MOMP), what is modulated by Bax and Bak, both members of the Bcl-2
family [44]. Other apoptosis promoting proteins include BH3-only proteins as BIM, BID,
BAD – BH stands for Bcl-2 homology and it is used to classify this family – which induce
oligomerisation of Bax or Bak after stress [44]. On the other hand, Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bcl-w, Mcl1 and A1 inhibit apoptosis [45].
After the release of cytochrome c, it connects to the apoptotic protease activating factor 1
(Apaf-1) to form the apoptosome that can activate caspase-9, a crucial protein for the process
of apoptosis [44]. Together with procaspase-9, the complex of these proteins can be termed
as apoptosome, as well [43].
Undergoing the extrinsic pathway, death ligands like the Fas ligand, TRAIL [46] or tumour
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) [43] bind to TNF death receptors. This triggers the
accumulation of the death-inducing signalling complex (DISC) which comprises a Fasassociated death domain (FADD), procaspase-8 or procaspase-10. After this, other caspases
are activated leading to apoptosis or the intrinsic pathway described above is triggered via
transformation of Bid to tBid to induce apoptosis [43].
These relations are shown in Figure 1.4, where two inhibitors are included, XIAP and FLIP,
each of which can inhibit specific caspase proteins.
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Figure 1.4: Simplified apoptosis pathways
Simplistic intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways, taken from [46]. The pathway steps are described in the
text above. XIAP can inhibit casp-9 in the apoptosome as well as casp-3 and casp-7 downstream of it. FLIP can
inhibit pro-casp-8 in the extrinsic pathway.

Cancer cells can escape programmed cell death via overexpression of genes that encode
proteins inhibiting apoptosis, as mentioned above and/or by mutations of apoptosis-inducing
genes that result in a loss of function [6] [45]. Another way to achieve this is by deactivating
TP53, a process closely linked to the second hallmark of cancer [6].
Besides apoptosis, necroptosis is a caspase-independent programmed cell death mechanism
that can limit proliferation [43]. Again, this process can be triggered by members of the TNF
receptor family – as TNFα binding to TNFR1 – what leads to the formation of the necrosome,
a protein complex made up by receptor-interacting protein kinase 1 and 3 (RIP1 and RIP3),
together with FADD [47] [48] [49]. Usually, caspase-8 is part of this complex where it
inactivates RIP1; however, this protein is inhibited in the pathway of necroptosis, for instance
via the pan caspase inhibitor Z-VAD-FMK [43] [50]. As a result, production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) occurs more frequently and metabolism is unregulated via RIP1 and
RIP3 interactions with glutamate dehydrogenase 1 (GLUD1), glycogen phosphorylase
(PYGL) and glutamate-ammonia ligase (GLUL) what causes a mitochondrial membrane
12

permeabilization (MMP), similar to the aforementioned MMOP of apoptosis [50] [51].
Necrostatin-1 (Nec-1) inhibits necroptosis and additionally, other proteins as poly (ADPribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) activating calpains which releases so-called apoptosisinducing factors (AIFs) or NADPH oxidase 1 (NOX1) contributing to higher amounts of ROS
play important roles in this pathway. [51]. As with apoptosis, genetic changes in cancer can
circumvent necroptosis, a way of resisting cell death [43] [50].
Another important mechanism is autophagy, where intracellular proteins and organelles like
ribosomes or mitochondria are recycled in situations of stress, like hypoxia or nutrient stress
[6] [50] [52]. There are three kinds of autophagy, macroautophagy, microautophagy and
chaperone-mediated autophagy – macroautophagy is usually regarded as autophagy in
general [43] [52]. The organelles are surrounded by a vesicle called autophagosome and after
this step; they are recycled by lysosomes [52]. Autophagy may support cancer metastasis and
inhibit it, depending on the developmental stage of the cancer – under stressful situations,
autophagy leads to enhanced cancer cell survival and bypassing of anoikis for pro metastatic
cells, a specific type of apoptosis that counteracts metastasis [43].
Besides that, the presence of inflammatory cells can be inhibited during early stages –
resulting in an active counteraction for metastasis [43]. The role of inflammation and cancer
will be discussed in this thesis.
Beclin-1 plays a crucial role for autophagy and in the case it is overexpressed, autophagy
itself is triggered resulting in inhibition of cancer growth [52]. There are many genes/proteins
involved in autophagy, like the autophagy related genes (ATGs), p53, PI3K, mTOR, AKT and
more [43] [52]. One member of the ATGs, ATG5, was found downregulated in melanomas
[43]. Damage-regulated autophagy modulator (DRAM), a target of p53 which encodes
lysosomal information causing autophagy, is downregulated in some epithelial cancers [50].
Depending on the evolution stage of the cancer and the specific genes of the autophagy
pathway, overexpression or downregulation may enhance or inhibit further cancer
development, including metastasis.
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Figure 1.5: Simplified cell death relations
Simple relations between necroptosis (termed as programmed necrosis), apoptosis and autophagy. As already
mentioned, Nec-1 inhibits necroptosis. The so-called PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway can inhibit autophagy and
apoptosis and the tumour suppressor p53 mainly induces apoptosis after severe DNA damage, no transition from
the G1 into the S phase occurs. Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL inhibit apoptosis, Beclin-1 triggers autophagy and in case of a
caspase inactivation, necroptosis is an alternative way of programmed cell death since apoptosis is caspasedependent. Taken from [50].

1.2.3 More on cancer
The six hallmarks of cancer show the high complexity of this disease type. But there are even
more properties that are characteristic for malign cells. There are two emerging hallmarks and
two enabling characteristics, listed in the same order [6]:
•

Deregulating cellular energetics

•

Avoiding immune destruction

•

Tumour-promoting inflammation

•

Genome instability and mutation

Each of these properties plays a role for cancer worth mentioning. After they will have been
introduced, a solid general overview on cancer will be on hand.

1.2.3.1 Deregulating cellular energetics
Metabolism is necessary for any cell, regardless of its origin. Cancer cells differ in their
metabolism from healthy tissue cells, thus deregulating cellular energetics is another
characteristic of neoplasia.
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An early detected abnormality is aerobic glycolysis where cancer cells, even with the
presence of oxygen, do not frequently use a mitochondrial-based metabolism (and thus
oxygen-based) by focussing primarily on glycolysis [53] [54] [55]. This Warburg effect
seems contra productive in the first place, since the glycolysis metabolism is about 18-fold
less efficient than the mitochondrial mechanism [6]. It was found that a specific splice
isoform – M2 – of pyruvate kinase is expressed by cancer cells, a necessary step for aerobic
glycolysis [56]. Other related kinases in this metabolic mechanism, as hexokinase and
phosphofructokinase are overexpressed in cancer cells, as well [57]. Obviously, the substraterelated side is worth noting: Glucose transporters on the cell membrane are usually
upregulated, like glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) by c-Myc [6] [58]. Furthermore, Ras, Src
and Myc affect an enhanced expression of glucose transporters and related enzymes [57].
Interestingly, aerobic glycolysis, more precisely its products lactate and pyruvate trigger the
activation of hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) by the amassment of HIF-1α, which usually
is triggered due to hypoxia [57]. HIF-1 consists of two subunits, namely HIF-1α and HIF-1β
and it regulates genes associated with angiogenesis, metabolism of glucose, proliferation and
invasion together with metastasis [59]. Thus, the activation of HIF-1 functions as a positive
feedback system for cancer since other hallmarks are favoured.
Another important relation is that intermediates of the TCA cycle are required to build up
different biomolecules as nucleotides, lipids and amino acids necessary for cancer cell
proliferation [60]. It was recently reported that lactate, a product of aerobic glycolysis which
can be converted into pyruvate via the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase, fuels human nonsmall-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells; deleting monocarboxylate transporter-1 (MCT1) in a
mice model resulted in a decrease of lactate uptake. The utilization of lactate instead of
glucose for synthesising pyruvate to fuel the TCA cycle was reported to be dominant [61].
Metabolites can even cause epigenetic effects that favour cancer cells. Fumarate, an
intermediate of the TCA cycle, contributes to the epithelial-mesenchymal transition that has
already been introduced. In renal cancer cells, mutations of fumarate hydratase (FH) which
converts fumarate to malate in the TCA cycle lead to an accumulation of fumarate that
indirectly leads to the inhibition of demethylation of DNA – clearly an epigenetic effect [62].
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1.2.3.2 Avoiding immune destruction
The immune system can be divided into two parts, the innate and adaptive part. As already
reviewed, many observations lead to the conclusion that there seems to be a relation between
immune reaction and tumours: Experiments with mice models have shown that tumours
transplanted from mice with an impaired immune system to mice with a fully functioning
immune system were not able to infest the new environment whereas tumours from mice with
a healthy immune system could infest both mice with an impaired and healthy immune
system [6] [63]. Thus, cancer implies a mechanism of avoiding immune destruction.
As being part of the innate immune system, natural killer cells and γδ T-cells are a source of
cytokine production (proteins that contribute to proliferation) like IFN-γ and TNF-α wherein
IFN- γ promotes the effectiveness of CD8+ T-cells killing cancer cells. Besides, this cytokine
triggers the expression of major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I), a member of the
MHC family which consists of surface proteins playing a role for adaptive immune cells
whereas tumour cells often have mutations in this pathway. Via these MHC proteins, some Tcells, especially CD8+ and Th1-polarised CD4+ T-cells can recognise antigens originated
from cancer cells. Many different receptors of innate immune cells are crucial for recognition
of cancer specific ligands, including NKG2D, DNAM-1, NKp30, NKp44, NKp46, NKp80 and
more [63].
To say a few more words about MHC proteins, it should be mentioned antigen-presenting
immune cells like dendritic cells or macrophages express members of major
histocompatibility complex class II (MHC II) with which antigens can be presented to T-cells,
whereas MHC I proteins can be expressed by a huge variety of cells, including cancer cells
[64, pp. 659-665]. By suppressing MHC I expression for specific members of this class, since
natural killer cells terminate cells missing MHC I on their surface, cancer cells can find their
way to evade immune destruction. Linked to this relation are suppressions of proteins that
transport MHC I/antigen complexes or antigens: β2-microglobulin (β2m) transporting the
complex from the interior of a cell to its surface or transporter associated with antigen
presentation 1 (TAP1) and antigen peptide transporter 2 (TAP2) responsible for antigen
transport. These expression alterations have the advantage that the cancer antigens tumourassociated transplantation antigen (TATA) and tumour-specific transplantation antigen
(TSTA) can be expressed because many cancer cells depend on them to proliferate [64, pp.
689-694]. For these reasons, cancer cells need to find a way so that they can evade immune
destruction by adaptive immune cells and natural killer cells.
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Cancer cells manage to escape immune reactions in many ways; most famously, programmed
death 1 (PD-1) together with its ligand PD-L1 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein
4 (CTLA-4) have been reviewed as critical inhibitory immune checkpoints. T-cell receptor
(TCR) signalling results in the release of interferons (IFNs) that are supposed to enhance the
immune reaction after a cancer specific antigen has been recognised; nevertheless, this also
leads to an inhibition or evasion due to PD-L1 accumulation [65]. For this reason, drugs that
block these inhibitory checkpoints have been and are developed, being part of
immunotherapy approaches to deal with cancer [65] [66] [67] [68].
Although the link between tumours and the immune system is controversial, there is a lot of
evidence that this link is true, like the absence of a healthy immune system – HIV caused or
not – leading to an increased risk of cancer or immune cells penetrating tumours, amongst
others [67]. On the contrary, the immune system can play a tumour promoting role via
inflammation processes, as discussed in the next section [63].

1.2.3.3 Tumour-promoting inflammation
The immune system is a double-edged sword when it comes to cancer. For this reason,
inflammation is distinct from the anti-tumour effects of the immune system, leading to the
enabling characteristic of tumour-promoting inflammation.
Famous is the connection between hepatitis B and C induced by the hepatitis B and C virus
(HBV and HBC) with liver cancer, respectively. The chronic inflammation of the liver
exposes patients to a significant higher risk of developing cancer, HBV infected patients have
a 100 times higher chance of getting hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). More signs of a
relation between inflammation and cancer come from observations that drugs like ibuprofen
and aspirin – members of so-called nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) – reduce
occurrence rates for different cancer types, including lung, breast in females and colorectal in
young males after long term intake.
Chronic inflammation recruits immune cells that spread TNF-α which triggers the
accumulation of more immune cells and the NF-κB pathway, leading to the downstream
expression of proteins causing proliferation (like cyclin D1 and Myc) or inhibiting apoptosis
(like Bcl-xL and inhibitor of apoptosis protein 1 (IAP-1)). The mentioned drugs target the
enzyme cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) downstream of NF-κB, which promotes proliferation and
knockout of E-cadherin, causing pro-invasive and metastatic effects as already discussed in
1.2.2.3 Activating invasion and metastasis [64, pp. 442-451].
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More evidence of inflammation and cancer rises from macrophages entering tissue where
they induce tumour promotion, high concentrations of these immune cells in tumours is
connected to a poor lookout for the patient [69]. Another example that underlines the
inflammation link is human papilloma virus (HPV) which is responsible for the vast majority
of cervical cancers in women [69] [70] [71].
Chronic inflammation caused by obesity is linked to cancer, as well [72]. This relation
becomes more important since the occurrence of obesity has increased in most parts of the
world during the last few decades [73]. The chronic inflammation in obese people is mainly
limited to white adipose tissue where high amounts of nutrients trigger different pathways,
including the one of NF-κB. In addition, the adipokine (cytokines of the adipose tissue) leptin
is overexpressed and adiponectin inhibited. The first one has inducing effects on
inflammation, proliferation and angiogenesis whereas the latter one has opposite properties
on these. Liver, colorectal and breast cancer show these alterations, for instance [72].
The role of the immune system on cancer is diverse and contains tumour promoting, as well
as tumour defensive properties. These were just a few examples of the complex interactions
of the immune system and many questions still need to be answered.

1.2.3.4 Genome instability and mutation
Heterogeneity in cancer is a common observation caused by genetic and non-genetic effects.
Cancer stem cells contribute to heterogeneity by their inherent nature of various
differentiation states; in addition, epigenetic effects contribute to non-genetic causes of
cancer heterogeneity, as well [74]. Darwinian somatic evolution leads to sub-clonal
heterogeneity in tumour cells and a minority of these cells can be responsible for
proliferation, as has been shown on mice models where interleukin 11 (IL-11) driven tumours
showed enhanced vascularisation, amongst others. An interplay with the tumour
microenvironment could be an explanation for that [75].
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Genome instability and mutation results in the inherent property of heterogeneity in tumours,
whereas a minority of mutations lead to direct phenotypic effects and most mutations
contribute to these effects by their interactions with each other [74]. Cancer cells are more
unstable than healthy tissue and many different mechanisms lead to genome instability, as
tumour suppressor gene inactivation (most famously p53, as already discussed), chromosome
instability after segregating unequally during mitosis, mitotic checkpoint alterations (proteins
that play a role in monitoring chromosomal balance, like the serine/threonine-protein kinases
budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1 and 3 (Bub1 and Bub3) or the spindle checkpoint
proteins mitotic arrest deficient 1, 2 and 3 (Mad1, Mad2 and Mad3)), alterations in enzymes
related to DNA repair mechanisms (proteins related to nucleotide excision repair (NER), base
excision repair (BER), mismatch repair (MMR) or double strand break repair (DSBR)) like
ligases or DNA glycosylases and (as already discussed, as well) alterations in telomeres and
telomerase. Consequently, loss of function mutations affecting caretaker genes that promote
stability and mutations related to oncogenes are sources of genomic instability in
malignancies [76]. In other words, bugs in genes related to cell cycle-associated DNA control
and DNA repair induce instability in cancer cells [77].
Despite the genetic effects mentioned above, epigenetic alterations, especially promoter or
exon hypermethylation/hypomethylation of genes have similar outcomes as mutations [76]. It
was reported that disruption of so-called insulated neighbourhoods (chromosomal loops with
CTCF boundaries) by deletion of the boundary area was successful in activation of specific
proto-oncogenes in T cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (T-ALL) like the transcription factor
encoding gene TAL1 that was located inside the loop [78].
Besides methylation, a common phenomenon in epigenetics, histone acetylation can have
effects on the genome and different drugs targeting histone related pathways have been given
attention to [79].
Finally, it can be said that the relations and connections of genes and cancer are highly
complex and as mentioned in the very beginning, this makes a general cure for cancer
difficult. Explaining itself, the mentioned and described relations are just a small fraction of
what the scientific community already knows and probably will find out in the future.
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1.2.4 Cancer therapy
As complex as cancer itself is, there is a variety of therapies available an oncologist can
choose from. In general, the therapies can be divided into three main groups consisting of
surgery, radiation and drug-based therapy. Patients often get a mix of these therapies; for
instance, at the beginning a surgeon removes the main mass of a localised tumour and
afterwards, the patient receives radiation and/or a drug-based therapy to terminate the
remaining cancer cells.
However, drug-based therapy consists of distinct methods: Classical chemotherapy that aims
to kill the malignant cells due to toxicity and specialised therapies that aim properties of
cancer cells that have been described in the previous sections, amongst other things. These
include immunotherapy that aims to recruit immune cells to actively attack cancer cells,
hormone therapies used for gender-based malignancies like breast and prostate cancer and
targeted therapies that aim specific pathways/properties of cancer like inhibition of
angiogenesis, whereas immunotherapy and hormone therapy can be assigned to targeted
therapies. A special therapy for leukaemia is stem-cell transplantation but can be distinct
from surgery since it aims to restore the production of healthy blood cells and not the
mechanical removal of cancer cells, though [80].
Since this work deals with datasets related to specific drugs and radiation therapy, a small
introduction on randomly chosen ones will be presented in the following sections.

1.2.4.1 Bleomycin
The first drug to be introduced is generated naturally by the bacteria streptomyces verticillus
and comprises a family of molecules. The clinical significant drug usually contains 70% of
Bleomycin A2 and does not contain any metal atom; after exposure into the body it acquires a
copper or iron atom (Cu(II) or Fe(II)) where it can bind DNA leading to its degradation,
single and double strand breaks [81]. Bleomycin is an antibiotic and despite its early
discovery in the 1960s, the exact pathway of Bleomycin remains obscure [82].
Being a glycopeptide, its capability to treat different types of cancer like head and neck
cancer, (Hodgkin) lymphomas, testicular and germ cell cancer, may lead to several acute
side effects as nausea, wheezing, tenderness, hyperpigmentation and ulceration, to name a
few [82] [83].
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A severe side effect is idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis that affects the lungs, a disease that
results in difficulties in breathing, malfunction of providing oxygen and even death [84] [85].
Cancer cells that have mutations in genes encoding DNA repair, leading to an inhibition of
this mechanism, are hypersensitive to Bleomycin; affected genes are BRCA1 and 2, DNAPKCS, RAD50 and MRE11, to name a few [86]. These observations make sense since the
disability to repair DNA damage may result in cell death; in the case of double strand breaks
that are not repaired, cell death is certain. Like many chemo drugs, Bleomycin is
administered intravenously.

Figure 1.6: Bleomycin A2 structure
Structural formula of Bleomycin A2 with the molecular formula C55H84N17O21S3+. This complex glycopeptide
can bind (pay attention to the positive charge) to the DNA and disturb DNA replication. Taken from [83].
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1.2.4.2 Gemcitabine
The second drug targets the DNA, as well. But Gemcitabine (2’,2’-difluoro 2’deoxycytidine,
dFdC) uses another mechanism to destroy cancer cells: Being a cytidine analogue,
Gemcitabine can infiltrate the DNA, where it ‘pretends’ to be cytidine and where it is built
into the DNA and allows a single other nucleotide to be placed next to it before the DNA is
being stopped to be synthesised and being damaged by single strand breaks. However, this
process is not managed by Gemcitabine alone; it is a prodrug that is metabolised inside the
patient [87]. Given intravenously or via an injection to treat – amongst others – different
cancers like pancreatic, breast or non-small cell lung cancer, Gemcitabine is phosphorylated
twice,

where

Gemcitabine

di-

and

triphosphate

(dFdCDP

and

dFdCTP)

are

pharmacologically relevant. The enzyme deoxycytidine kinase (dCK) phosphorylates
Gemcitabine to Gemcitabine monophosphate (dFdCMP), whereas cytidine mono-phosphate
kinase 1 (CMPK1) and nucleoside-diphosphate kinase (NDPK) phosphorylate dFdCDP and
dFdCTP, respectively [88]. Thymidine kinase 2 (TK2) is also capable of phosphorylating
Gemcitabine, but its substrate specificity is significantly lower than that of dCK [87].
Gemcitabine is metabolised inside a cell but before this can happen, it must be transported
into the cytoplasm via nucleoside transporters (NTs). These are divided into two groups,
concentrative nucleoside transporters (CNTs) and equilibrative nucleoside transporters
(ENTs); hENT1, hENT2, hCNT1, hCNT2 and hCNT3 accept Gemcitabine as a substrate (the h
stands for human) [87]. The corresponding genes are SLC29A1, SLC29A2, SLC28A1,
SLC28A2 and SLC28A3, respectively [88].
The pharmacologically active metabolites of Gemcitabine act in a manner of variety. For
instance, dFdCDP indirectly inhibits ribonucleotide reductase 1 (RNR1) by inhibiting its
large subunit RRM1. This enzyme acts as a catalysator for the transformation of
ribonucleotides into 2’ deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs); inhibition leads to a deficiency of
these important DNA building blocks inside the cell what helps Gemcitabine to fulfil its
medical mission [87] [88] [89]. Gemcitabine triphosphate is the important molecule that is
built into the DNA where it causes damage resulting in cell death. Besides this main task,
dFdCTP can disrupt RNA and inhibit different enzymes like DNA polymerase, cytidine
triphosphate synthetase (CTP synthetase) and deoxycytidylate deaminase (dCMP deaminase,
DCTD) [87].
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On the contrary, there are enzymes that work against Gemcitabine. Cytidine deaminase
(CDA) deaminates (separation of the amino group) 90% of intracellular Gemcitabine to 2’2’difluorodeoxyuridine (dFdU), deoxycytidylate deaminase does the same with Gemcitabine
monophosphate to difluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate (dFdUMP) and 5’ nucleosidase 2
and 3 (NT5C2 and NT5C3) transform Gemcitabine monophosphate to Gemcitabine via dephosphorylation [87] [88] [89]. A kind of positive feedback is achieved via the mentioned
inhibition of deoxycytidylate deaminase by dFdCTP, since this enzyme metabolites dFdCMP.
Gemcitabine is toxic and for this reason, there are several side effects, inter alia
myelosuppression/ bone marrow suppression, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anaemia,
paraesthesia, nausea, allergic skin rash and lots more [89] [90].

Figure 1.7: Gemcitabine structure
Structural formula of Gemcitabine with the molecular formula C9H11F2N3O4. As described above, this molecule
is a prodrug since it is phosphorylated several times inside a cell’s cytoplasm. The amino group is on top of this
sketch, the target of cytidine deaminase. Gemcitabine consists of the nucleoside cytosine and a modified sugar
molecule, deoxyribose with additional two fluorine atoms. Taken from [89].
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1.2.4.3 Sepantronium Bromide
The drug Sepantronium Bromide, also known as YM155, is a chemical compound capable of
inhibiting the protein survivin [91] [92] [93]. Survivin is one of the eight members of the
inhibitors of apoptosis protein (IAP) family and is overexpressed in many cancers, like lung,
colon, breast, prostate, pancreas and oral cancer and lymphomas [92] [94] [95]. In contrast to
cancer cells, survivin is not expressed in healthy tissue, except for embryonal cells [94] [95].
It was reviewed that survivin inhibits apoptosis, either the caspase-dependent version or
caspase-independent one by inhibiting caspase-3, caspase-7 and caspase-9 or, in the case of
caspase-independent apoptosis, apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF). Additionally, survivin
interacts with the cell cycle mechanism where it interferes with specific kinases and
microtubule proteins like the Aurora B kinase (connection to the mitotic spindle) and plays a
role in inhibition of autophagy [95]. It was shown that adenoid cystic carcinoma treated with
YM155 triggered cell death based on autophagy [93]. Survivin is a protein with complex
interactions, associated with other signalling pathways as p53, Wnt and hypoxia, amongst
others [96]. For these reasons, overexpression of this gene – baculoviral IAP repeat
containing 5 (BIRC5) [97] – contributes to some hallmarks of cancer and this in turn leads to
the idea of inhibiting survivin.
YM155 inhibits survivin by splitting interleukin enhancer-binding factor 3 (ILF3) and p54nrb
from each other [98], so affecting its transcription [95]. Adverse effects are diverse, ranging
from haematological events like neutropenia, anaemia, leukopenia etc. when treating with
other drugs to vomiting, stomatitis, abnormal liver function and more [95] [99]. Nevertheless,
some phase II clinical trials reported poor results [95].
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Figure 1.8: Sepantronium Bromide structure
Structural formula of Sepantronium Bromide (YM155) with the molecular formula C20H19BrN4O3. Its ability to
disturb transcription of survivin, a protein overexpressed in many different cancers promoting different
hallmarks, defines its antineoplastic effects. Taken from [91].

1.2.4.4 Trametinib
The small-molecule drug Trametinib is used for targeted therapy, aiming the mitogenactivated extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 and 2 (MEK1 and 2, also known as
MAP2K1 and MAP2K2) [100] [101] [102]. This pathway is one of the mitogen-activated
protein signalling pathways that regulate cell proliferation, differentiation and survival; it
results in activation of transcription factors. Trametinib is mainly used – alone or in
combination with dabrafenib – for metastatic melanoma that carries a mutation in the BRAF
gene encoding the protein serine/threonine protein kinase B-Raf that modulates the MAPK
(ERK) pathway, more precisely it is a BRAF V600 mutation (where the amino acid valine is
changed at the 600th amino acid residue). 50 to 70% of melanomas have a V600 mutation,
most commonly V600E. Dabrafenib is used for V600E and K (E: glutamic acid and K:
lysine) and targets the B-Raf protein itself, whereas Trametinib targets MEK1/2 [101] [102].
Trametinib acts as a reversible and allosteric (conformational change of the targeted kinases)
inhibitor and treatment with dabrafenib improved outcomes in clinical trials [100] [101].
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Figure 1.9: Trametinib structure
Structural formula of Trametinib with the molecular formula C26H23FIN5O4. This chemical compound has been
tested successfully on metastatic melanoma patients with and without combination of dabrafenib, which targets
an upstream kinase of the MAPK (ERK) pathway in comparison to Trametinib. Taken from [100].

Simplified, as shown in Figure 1.10, the MAPK (ERK) pathway starts with a ligand binding
on a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) on the cell membrane which activates the cascade,
leading to the activation of Ras proteins (small G-proteins which bind guanosine di –
triphosphate (GDP/GTP), representing a switching system for the downstream pathway) via
guanine-nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) being activated after the binding of the ligand to
the membrane protein. Activated Ras (where it binds GTP) triggers the downstream pathway
where the kinases activate (phosphorylate, that is why they are called kinases since this type
of enzymes catalyse phosphorylation processes) the downstream pathway, beginning with BRaf (MAP3K) activating MEK (MAP2K) which in turn activates ERK (MAPK) that leads to
the activation of transcription factors, as already explained. Mutations in Ras coding genes
(HRAS, KRAS and NRAS) is common in many cancers, where NRAS is mutated in about
one fifth of melanomas [102].
Common adverse effects reported include dermatitis, diarrhoea, fatigue, rash and more – a
typical observation for many drugs used in cancer therapy [101].
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Figure 1.10: MAPK pathway
Schematic representation of the MAPK (ERK) pathway, as described above. Trametinib inhibits MEK1/2,
leading to a stop in this pathway. Dabrafenib, which increases the clinical outcome in therapy, inhibits B-Raf.
LGX818 and MEK162 are other drugs that inhibit these enzymatic targets. Taken from [102]; it should be
mentioned that “(MAPKK)” was edited since it is denoted as “(MAPKKK)” in the original source.

1.2.4.5 Radiation
Besides using drugs to treat cancer, radiation can be utilized to target cancer cells. Usually,
electromagnetical radiation is the norm (electrons and photons), but protons, neutrons, heavy
ions and alpha particles found their way into radiation therapy, as well.
An important physical measure is the linear energy transfer (LET) which describes the
deposited energy into a medium on average. It is simply given by
LET = dE/dx

(1)

where dE is the fraction of energy deposited in the length unit dx. For different types of
radiation with the same energy, the LET usually varies due to specific properties related to
the respective radiation and material. For instance, an electron with an energy of 2 Mev has a
LET of 0.2 keV/μm, whereas a proton of the same energy has a LET of 17 keV/μm [103, p.
50]. Since protons have a higher mass than electrons (the same applies to neutrons and alpha
particles), their interaction in biological matter is higher compared to photons. There are two
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possible ways of calculating LET: The track average and energy average approach [104, p.
105]. In the track average approach, the total passing length is divided in equal parts and the
respective energies are averaged; on the other hand, by using the equal average approach the
energy parts are divided equally and the track is being averaged. Usually, both approaches
lead to similar results; nevertheless, this is not the case for 14 Mev neutrons with a track
average LET of 12 keV/μm and – which is used in biological cases – an energy average LET
of 100 keV/μm [104, p. 106].
Since different radiation types affect biological matter differently, the so-called relative
biological effectiveness (RBE) has been introduced which is defined as a ratio of the dose of a
reference radiation (usually x-rays) divided by the dose of the respective radiation to be
evaluated while both deposit the same energy into the matter [104, p. 106-107]. Alternatively,
the equivalent dose rate is a common physical measure expressed in Sievert with the same
dimension as Gray, namely energy/mass. The difference here is that weighting factors are
introduced, standardized at 1 for photons and electrons, different values for neutrons
(depending on their energy) and 20 for alpha particles.
There is an interesting relation between RBE and LTE since there is a maximum RBE for an
LTE of about 100 keV/μm. The reason for this is that the average space between ionizing
events at an LTE of this magnitude fits the edges of the DNA width of 2 nm, thus, DNA
damage is induced in a most effective way [103, p. 55] [104, p. 109].
If a photon beam hits matter, its primary intensity decreases exponentially which is described
mathematically by the law of Lambert-Beer:
I(x) = I0 ∙ exp(−αx)

(2)

with the initial radiation intensity I0, the depth x and the absorption coefficient α depending
on the material itself and the photon energy. But this is not the result one would measure
inside matter, in this case tissue: Since photons interact with electrons (photoelectric effect
for low energies starting at few eV, Compton scattering for mid-range energies starting at the
keV magnitude and pair production for higher energies starting at 1.022 MeV, representing
the rest mass of an electron and positron), so-called secondary electrons are emitted leading
to an increase of the absorbed dose in the beginning until reaching a peak, where the
absorbed dose decreases exponentially as shown in Figure 1.11. In contrast, heavy particles
like protons show a different behaviour:
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Their peak is sharp due to the energy loss described by the (relativistic) Bethe-Bloch formula
(the interested reader should be referred to the scientific literature) which applies to heavy
charged particles. This formula depends on the inverse relative velocity β = v/c (v: particle
speed and c: speed of light) squared; such a particle loses energy through matter and slows
down with a sharp stop of energy absorption by the matter itself, as can be seen in Figure
1.11.

Figure 1.11: Dose curve comparison for photons and protons
Percentage depth dose curves for protons and a 10 MeV photon. Due to the Bethe-Block formula the Bragg peak
can clearly be seen on the Pristine peak, which accounts for a single particle. The plateau for the Spread Out
Bragg peak (SOBP) can be modulated by different proton beams, the location of each Bragg peak depends on
the initial energy of the proton. By using SOBPs, oncologists can target tumours more effectively. Taken from
[105].

The Bragg Peak property of protons allows a more precise treatment of cancer as the damage
behind the tumour is almost zero due to the sharp decline in energy deposited. Therefore,
proton-beam therapy has been established, as at the Burr Proton Beam Therapy Center of the
Massachusetts General Hospital of Harvard Medical School or at the Heidelberg Ion Beam
Therapy Center of the University of Heidelberg. Since such therapy devices are expensive,
photon beam therapy still is the standard.
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To quantify cell survival, the linear quadratic model is worth noting: The dependence is
exponential with a linear and quadratic term. For a single dose, the formula follows as:
C
= exp(−(α ∙ D + β ∙ D2 ))
C0

(3a)

with C as the remaining total cell count, C0 as the initial total cell count, D as the dose and α
and β as coefficients depending on the tissue.
In the clinical setting, radiation therapy is split into small sessions (dose fractionation)
summing up to a specific total dose which both depend on the cancer type. In the case of
fractionation, the formula above must be modified as follows:
C
= exp(−n(α ∙ d + β ∙ d2 ))
C0

(3b)

with the adjustment of n representing the number of fractions and d the dose per fraction.
Both formulas apply to the case of cell recovery and this is usually exploited in cancer
therapy: Cancer cells, as already explained, have a bad DNA repair mechanism what causes a
higher radiation sensitivity compared to healthy tissue. In addition, sensitivity depends on the
cell cycle, where cells undergoing mitosis are most sensitive since DNA repair mechanisms
are highly limited [103, pp. 57-58]. Even the presence of oxygen is important, since higher
oxygen concentrations lead to the formation of more radicals that attack the DNA and vice
versa for less oxygen amounts [103, pp. 56-57] [104, p. 63]. The reason for introducing an
additional quadratic term lies in biological observations of two independent incidents
(breaks) leading to cell damage [104, p. 39]. Thus, this model is an extension of the linear
cell survival model where only one hit is considered.
By setting the factors in the exponential function in (3a) or (3b) equal to set equal
contributions to cell damage, one gets the important relation
D=n∙d=

a
β

(4)

which is characteristic for different tumour types [103, p. 52]. With this relation, oncologists
have a tool to determine the best fractionation and dose for an individual patient. It is obvious
that this ratio can be derived empirically from cell survival experiments. Nonetheless, the
linear quadratic model loses its validity for higher doses killing most cells – due to saturation
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limits, the relation is exponential again. For the first 10% of cells being killed, this model is
accurate and thus used in the clinical setting [103, p. 52] [104, p. 40].
The damage caused by radiation usually affects the DNA; secondary electrons can directly hit
the DNA and cause a strand break (direct-ionising) or ionise water molecules that react with
the DNA (indirect-ionising).
Side effects that have been reported include early ones as mucositis, nausea, diarrhoea and
skin irritation and those that occur in later stages (up to years) as fibrosis, vascular problems,
neural damage and more [106].
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1.3 Machine Learning
Before the model itself is presented, the basic mathematical ideas behind the used algorithms
should be introduced, covering supervised learning methods. As described in the next
chapter, the actual algorithms may slightly differ in their mathematical setting, but the
general idea stays the same.
There are two domains for supervised machine learning, namely classification and
regression. In classifications, the aim is to predict a result from a set of discrete categories; a
simple scenario could be sensitive or not sensitive for a given drug with respect to a patient’s
response. In this case, the features are categorical. To get a quantitative measure on how well
predictions are, the concept of the confusion matrix is worth noting which sums up four
possible predictive results based on their correctness when looking at binary classification:
Table 1.1: Confusion matrix for possible predictions with categorical data in classification problems

Predicted Condition A

Condition A
True positive (TP)

Condition ¬ A
False positive (FP)

Predicted Condition ¬ A

False negative (FN)

True negative (TN)

Classifications with more than two classes can be expressed by this matrix by simply
summing all other classes into the negation of class A. When it finally comes to quantify a
measure, there are different possibilities available. The most intuitive one is the predictive
accuracy which just puts all true predictions in relation to the total amount of predictions:
predictive accuracy =

TP+TN

(5)

TP+FP+FN+TN

Being simple, this measure can be misleading. For instance, if one class has a high base rate
and the model mostly or even always predicts it, the accuracy score would be high. Thus, a
model with a given accuracy score can perform better than one with a higher score,
commonly known as the accuracy paradox. For this reason, there are plenty other measures
available, like precision, recall and the resulting F1 score [107]:
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precision =
recall =

TP

(6a)

TP+FP
TP

(6b)

TP+FN

In words, precision measures the fraction of correct positives compared to all predicted
positives (accuracy of positives), whereas recall measures the fraction of the correctly
predicted positives compared to all true data positives. Focussing on these metrics, one can
get more information about a predictive model than just looking at the predictive accuracy.
The F1 score puts both measures together into one single metric using the harmonic mean of
them:
F1 score =

2
1
1
+
recall
precision

=

2∙recall∙precision

(6c)

recall+precision

Nonetheless, only regression is used in this thesis so that no attention should be payed to
classification any more.
Using regressions, the aim is to predict values from a set of continuous data. To get
information about the fit quality, the coefficient of determination (R2) is used. This coefficient
is defined as follows:
R2 = 1 −

2
∑n
i=1(yi −ξi )

(7)

∑n
̅)2
i=1(yi −y

with n samples, yi as the true data value of the ith sample, ξi as the model-predicted value for
the ith sample and ȳ as the mean of the true data. To get a better understanding of this metric,
the (dimensionless) value for R2 of exactly one means the regression was perfect and in a
real-world setting this probably indicates overfitting when applied during training. On the
other hand, a R2 of exactly zero means the regression model has no predictive value at all –
this also occurs by always predicting the mean value ȳ. If R2 gets even negative (notice the ξi
in the numerator), the predictive model would perform worse than just predicting the mean
value for all n samples.
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Another and more intuitive metric for regression is the mean squared error (MSE). Using
variables that have been introduced in (7), the formula for the mean squared error reads:
MSE =

2
∑n
i=1(yi −ξi )

(8)

n

This is equal to summing up all squared errors (for each data point) to account for negative
errors and taking the mean of this sum.
Now, the basic mathematical background for three different regressions should be introduced,
as shown in the next subchapters.

1.3.1 Linear Regression
One of the simplest and most popular ways to fit data is via Linear Regression. Given n ϵ ℕ
(without zero) as the number of total samples to predict for each real data point yi, with i ϵ (1,
2, …, n), the aim is to fit a linear function

(i)
linearf to

a real dataset, as inspired by the literature

[108]:
(i)
linearf

= (∑kj=1 mj ∙ xij ) +  𝑚0

(9)

Here, m0 is the first coefficient, xij represents the jth feature of the ith sample, mj stands for the
jth coefficient for a sample feature given within i and k ϵ ℕ denotes the number of features
with k < n. The so-called error term is intentionally ignored as it does not contribute to a
solution of this problem set. Now, to find the functions that fit the real data best is the main
task. This is done by using the least squares method which takes the sum of the squared
errors and minimizes it:
(i)

S = ∑ni=1(yi − linearf)2 

(10)

Technically, the optimisation is done with respect to the coefficients by taking partial
derivatives of

∂S
∂m0

and

∂S
∂mj

∀jϵ (1, 2, …, k) and setting them equal to zero. The coefficients

that meet these requirements are used to fit the model to real data. This problem set can be
expressed in matrix notation, leading to a better overview of the whole setting. To begin with,
the error terms vector is ignored, analogous as before. Summing up all equations from (9), the
following equation holds:
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⃑ =𝐗∙m
y
⃑⃑⃑

(11)

Now, 𝑦 represents a n-dimensional vector with values to regress on (be aware that the ith
entry of this vector also equals (9)). On the other side, 𝑚
⃑⃑ is a k-dimensional vector summing
up all coefficients, including the first one that is not applied to any feature value (m0). To
make algebraic sense, X stands for a (n × k)-dimensional matrix consisting of all features
with the first column comprising only the value ‘1’, the second column comprising the first
feature values for each i of all samples and so on. Analogous to (10), the method of least
squares is applied on this algebraic setting:
S = (y
⃑ −𝐗∙m
⃑⃑⃑ )T ∙ (y
⃑ −𝐗∙m
⃑⃑⃑ )

(12a)

S=y
⃑ Ty
⃑ − 2m
⃑⃑⃑ T 𝐗 T y
⃑ +m
⃑⃑⃑ T 𝐗 T 𝐗m
⃑⃑⃑

(12b)

The fact that (m
⃑⃑⃑ T 𝐗 T y
⃑ )T = y
⃑ T 𝐗m
⃑⃑⃑ holds true leads to the mid-term in (12b). The optimisation
problem lies in taking the partial derivative with respect to the vector m
⃑⃑⃑ (technically by
taking the partial derivative of each element of this vector while holding the remaining
elements constant):
∂S
!
= 2(𝐗 T 𝐗m
⃑⃑⃑ − 𝐗 T y
⃑ )=0
∂m
⃑⃑⃑

(13a)

⃑⃑⃑
m
̂ = (𝐗 T 𝐗)−1 𝐗 T y
⃑

(13b)

(13b) yields the result; this vector is the least squares estimator and it is used to fit the data
⃑⃑⃑̂ . This equation also represents a slightly transformed version of
by using the model ⃑ŷ = 𝐗 ∙ m
the least squares normal equations, as can be seen when writing it out with index notation:
n

m
̂0

n
n

m
̂1
⋮
m
̂k

=

n

n

∑ xi1

∑ xi2

i=1
n

i=1
n

∑ xi1

2
∑ xi1

∑ xi1 xi2

i=1

i=1

i=1

n

⋮

n

⋮

n

⋯

∑ xik xi1

∑ xik xi2

i=1

i=1

i=1

∑ yi

i=1
n

i=1
n

∑ xi1 xik
n

⋯

n

∑ xik

i=1

⋮

∑ xik
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⋯

⋮

∑ xi1 yi

·

i=1
n

⋮

2
∑ xik

∑ xik yi

i=1

i=1

(13c)

The right version of the least squares equations would follow by multiplying (13b) with XTX
on the left side of each equation side. In the matrix, the n (first row, first column) can be
explained via equation (10) where the sum over the squared errors is calculated: After
derivating with respect to m0 and setting equal to zero, one sees the sum over 𝑚
̂ 0 ends up in a
n-times multiplication of it (𝑚
̂ 0 because of the optimisation process).
Now, it can be seen why k < n shall hold true: Given n equations and k variables, this case
describes an overdetermined set of linear equations that usually does not have a solution, so
the method of least squares leads to the best estimate.

1.3.2 Support Vector Machine
Known for classification tasks, Support Vector Machines can also be used for regression as in
this thesis. The goal is to find a function that fits real data points (in pure classification, this
line/plane/hyperplane separates the data points by maximising the distance between the
function itself and the data points) by allowing some data points to be in a specified margin.
Mathematically this can be described as follows [109]:
Given the linear relation
f(x⃑) =  ⃑w
⃑ ∙ x⃑ + b

(14)

where 𝑥 ϵ ℝm stands for the vector summing up the real data samples (with m ϵ ℕ as the
dimension of the space, meaning the number of features for a total of n ϵ ℕ samples) and 𝑤
⃑⃑ ϵ
ℝm is a vector that needs to be optimised to find a good approximate 𝑓(𝑥) to fit real data 𝑦 ϵ
ℝn and b ϵ ℝ. If there is no function that fit the data with a tolerance parameter or if some
error shall be tolerated, the problem can be written as an optimisation problem where (15a)
must be optimised (minimised, in this case) given the two constraints in (15b) and (15c):
n

1
g(w
⃑⃑ ) =  ‖w
⃑⃑ ‖2 + C ∑ ξi + ξ′i
2

(15a)

yi − ⃑w
⃑⃑ ∙ x⃑i − b ≤ ε + ξi

(15b)

⃑w
⃑⃑ ∙ x⃑i + b − yi ≤ ε + ξ′i

(15c)

ξi ,ξ′i ≥ 0

(15d)

i=0

In words, 𝜉𝑖 ,𝜉𝑖′ are so-called slack variables contributing to the condition explained above to
allow some errors and to have a function that is optimisable. C ϵ ℝ is a parameter
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representing the weight of these variables and the first summand of (15a) is chosen to define
a convex function which has a global minimum. Constraints (15b) and (15c) account for the
extended tolerance margin ε – on both sides. Now, a Lagrangian needs to be found by
switching over to the dual set of variables (duality theory) what will lead to a maximisation
problem.
Given this information, the Lagrangian can be defined:
n

ℒ=

n

n

i=0

i=0

1
‖w
⃑⃑⃑ ‖2 + C ∑ ξi + ξ′i − ∑ λi ξi + λ′i ξ′i − ∑ μi (ε + ξi − yi + w
⃑⃑⃑ ∙ x⃑i + b)
2
i=0

−

n

∑ μ′i (ε

+

ξ′i

(16)

+ yi − w
⃑⃑⃑ ∙ x⃑i − b)

i=0

(′)

(′)

𝜆𝑖 and 𝜇𝑖 are the Lagrange multipliers. The next step in this optimisation process is to take
the four partial derivatives

𝜕ℒ
𝜕𝑏

,

𝜕ℒ
⃑⃑
𝜕𝑤

and

𝜕ℒ
(′)

𝜕𝜉𝑖

and set them equal to zero. The second equation

leads to an interesting and notable notation:
n

(17a)

∂ℒ
!
=w
⃑⃑ − ∑(μi − μ′i ) ∙ x⃑i =0
∂w
⃑⃑
i=0
n

(17b)

⃑⃑ = ∑(μi − μ′i ) ∙ x⃑i
w
i=0

The yield described in (17b) means that the vector ⃑w
⃑ can be fully expressed as a linear
combination of the support vectors. After calculating these derivatives and inserting them
back into (16), the optimisation problem is modified (expressed as a maximisation problem)
to (18a) with constraints (18b) where μi , μ′i ϵ [0, C]:
n

n

n

i,j=0

i=0

i=0

1
max − ∑ (μi − μ′i )(μj − μ′j )x⃑i ∙ x⃑j − ε ∑(μi + μ′i ) + ∑ yi (μi − μ′i )
2
n

∑(μi − μ′i ) = 0

(18a)

(18b)

i=0

So far, the mathematical formulation using the dot product retains its validity for linear
relations. As real data often gets more complicated with no linear relation at all, the dot
product can be modified. Not to dive into the mathematics too much (going beyond the scope
of this thesis), it is worth noting that the introduction of so-called kernels which need to
satisfy several mathematical properties [109] allow analysis of non-linear relations in
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datasets. This works by introducing a function that maps into another space, often noted as 𝜙:

ℝm → ℧ where ℧ is the new feature space (note that ℝm can be replaced by a general feature
space X).
The one that is used in this thesis is the Gaussian kernel measuring similarities. As the
optimisation problem depends on the dot product (refer to (18a)), the kernel trick applies by
just replacing it with a kernel function that meets these several mathematical properties (in
this case, using the Gaussian Kernel with standard deviation σ):
n

n

n

i=0

i=0

2

‖xi −xj ‖
1
max − ∑ (μi − μ′i )(μj − μ′j ) ∙ e 2σ2 − ε ∑(μi + μ′i ) + ∑ yi (μi − μ′i )
2
i,j=0

n

∑(μi − μ′i ) = 0

(19a)

(19b)

i=0

So, it is made use of (20) where ‘∙’ denotes the dot product without explicitly knowing the
mapping ϕ. On the other hand, the former linear combination (17b) of ⃑w
⃑ changes to (21),
resulting in an unknown vector.
K(x⃑i , x⃑j ) = ϕ(x⃑i ) ∙ ϕ(x⃑j )
n

⃑⃑ = ∑(μi − μ′i ) ∙ ϕ(x⃑i )
w

(20)
(21)

i=0

As hinted in [109], because of utilising the dual set of variables, the optimisation problem is
with respect to the dual feature space now, rather than to input space as in the linear case
described before in (15a-d).

1.3.3 Random Forest
The idea of Random Forests is based on Decision Trees, where a given dataset is split into
subsets by creating nodes that separate the given data points. Starting with the root (the whole
training set), a Decision Tree performs a test on each node (a test is a question setting, for
instance if the ith feature of a dataset sample meets the requirement of xi < z where z stands
for a specific value (a class or a continuous property, depending on the dataset)) to split the
data up regarding the result of each test. If not specified, this is done until each leaf on the
bottom of the tree only contains one data point what clearly is a hint for overfitting. Thus,
using pruning methods can prevent this from happening (for instance selecting the depth of
the tree, meaning how often a test is done in a vertical manner; selecting an upper limit for
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leaves in a tree or simply define a minimum amount of points in each node for processing a
test) [110, pp. 73-76].
As defined in a standard work from Leo Breiman [111]:
A random forest is a classifier consisting of a collection of tree-structured classifiers
{h(x, Θk), k = 1, ...} where the {Θk} are independent identically distributed random vectors
and each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input x.
x denotes the input vector (data points) and the index k stands for the kth Decision Tree.
Following the reference’s information, a margin function is defined which measures by how
much the average count of votes (on X as the set of input vectors x and on Y as the given set
of response values) for the correct class differs from the average count for the rest of classes:
mg(X, Y) = avk I(hk (X) = Y) − maxj≠Y avk I(hk (X) = j)

(22)

The function I(.) represents the so-called indicator function which, in this case, turns out the
value one for a true argument and zero for the opposite - thus, a high margin is desirable. The
max function follows from the idea of voting. The advantage of using Random Forests over
Decision Trees is that the problem of overfitting is solved in an elegant manner: First,
Random Forests use the bootstrapping method on the whole training set before any decision
tree is built, described by the vector Θk for the kth tree. This means the dataset is reselected
via selection with replacement so that some data points disappear or may appear multiple
times. This is done randomly for each decision tree so that correlation between trees – what
would lead to a bias – is prevented. In addition, each node from one Decision Tree randomly
selects a subset of features for splitting up the data by selecting the best test with respect to
any element of this subset [110, pp. 85 – 89].
Mathematically, it can be shown that the generalisation error PE* (error of predicting holdout data correctly and as noted by Leo Breiman) given in (23) converges, as shown in (24)
[111]:
PE ∗ = P𝐗,Y (mg(𝐗, Y) < 0)

(23)

Here, the probability PX,Y counts all margins that are below zero – more incorrect predictions
for a class compared to correct predictions – and sets them in relation to the amount of all
predictions. Being said, Breiman showed the following theorem where hk(X) = h(X, Θk) for
Random Forests:
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As the number of trees increases, for almost surely all sequences Θ1, … PE* converges to
P𝐗,Y (PΘ (h(𝐗, Θ) = Y) − maxj≠Y PΘ (h(𝐗, Θ) = j) < 0)

(24)

This is one main advantage of Random Forests over other machine learning algorithms.
Overfitting is not an issue while adding more and more trees, but on the other side this
property means that Random Forests are computationally expensive as they require a lot of
processor power.
Random Forests for regression are similar. Classes are replaced by numerical and continuous
values and the relation described in (24) follows analogously [111]:
k→∞

E𝐗,Y (Y − avk h(𝐗, Θk ))2 →

E𝐗,Y (Y − EΘ h(𝐗, Θ))2

(24)

EX,Y stands for the expected value. The generalisation error for a Random Forest based on
regression is a mean squared error, when taken empirically.

1.3.4 Adjustments for Linear Regression
As mentioned in 1.3.1 Linear Regression, Linear Regressions shall be applied if the number
of samples exceeds the set of features. The datasets this thesis works with do clearly not meet
this requirement (refer to the second chapter): The sample count (cell lines) is around nearly
1000, whereas the number of features exceeds 10000. Due to gene selection (via the gene
lists), this amount decreases to a few hundred, depending on the corrected total gene count of
all gene lists (genes missing in a feature file are sorted out; refer to the next chapter) which
may approximately equal the number of cell lines. For this reason, Ridge Regression and
Lasso Regression are used (as provided by sklearn) to address the issue of risking a higher
number of features than samples. Another reason for the utilisation of these algorithms is that
Linear Regression easily overfits and chooses absolute coefficients that may be large. To
have control over the size of coefficients, regularisation techniques can be added to the
Linear Regression idea, as described in the official web page of sklearn [112] where
additional factors are added to the cost function. Central for this setting is (10), the cost
function of Linear Regression. Lasso Regression uses L1 regularisation which adds a new
objective term by using the L1 norm of the coefficient vector, i.e. summing up all absolute
values of the coefficients. This leads to some coefficients being exactly zero (the interested
reader is referred to the theory of compressed sensing), thus not used to make the regression
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[110, p. 55]. On the other side, Ridge Regression makes use of the L2 regularisation based on
minimising the Euclidian length of the coefficient vector [110, p. 51].
Put into mathematical formulations, this leads to the simple extensions of the Linear
Regression cost function:
ℒ = ∑ni=1(yi − linearf)2  + λ ∙ ∑kj=0|mj |

(i)

(25a)

(i)

(25b)

ℒ = ∑ni=1(yi − linearf)2  + λ ∙ ∑kj=0 m2j

𝜆 is the Lagrange multiplier that decides how the coefficients are regularised; (25a) refers to
Lasso Regression and (25b) to Ridge Regression. It is obvious that a multiplier getting larger
yields smaller coefficients (prone to underfitting) and one getting smaller larger coefficients
(prone to overfitting). In the case of λ = 0, the problem set is equal to Linear Regression,
again. Ridge Regression penalises especially larger coefficients (quadratic term), thus the
coefficient ratios are not preserved under this method.
In this thesis, the algorithm chosen to work with is Elastic Net which is a mixture of both
regressions mentioned above. To meet this requirement mathematically, the function to
optimise can be written as:
(i)

ℒ = ∑ni=1(yi − linearf)2  + λ ∙ t ∙ ∑kj=0|mj | + 𝜆 ∙ (1 − 𝑡) ∙ ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑚𝑗2

(25c)

The parameter t ϵ [0,1] corresponds to the l1_ratio parameter and the Lagrange multiplier in
all three equations corresponds to the alpha parameter in sklearn [113].
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2 Model
2.1 Datasets
Now, after a lot of background information has been introduced, the actual problem set is
presented. 250 different drug compounds and one radiation dataset are analysed.

2.1.1 Drug compounds
The drug datasets are taken from the The Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer Project of
the Wellcome Sanger Institute and the Massachusetts General Hospital [114] [115]. The
different drugs can be viewed by selecting ‘Compounds’ [114] or by simply assessing the file
‘Screened_Compounds.xlsx’ [115]. Given these original datasets, MATLAB files were created
by Dr. David Craft [116] containing the following information – only files in HUGO [117]
gene notation are relevant to this thesis:
•

genesCNHugo: Contains the header gene names for the copy number feature file
(gene names are listed in the file ‘Gene_level_CN.xlsx’ [115]).

•

genesExpHugo: Contains the header gene names for the gene expression feature file
(gene

names

are

listed

in

the

file

–

in

ensembl

[118]

notation

–

‘sanger1018_brainarray_ensemblgene_rma.txt.gz’ [115]).
•

genesMutHugo: Contains the header gene name for the mutation feature file (gene
names are listed in the file ‘WES_variants.xlsx’ [115]).

•

gmcAUC: Contains the corresponding AUC (area under the curve; be aware that this
is not the AUC from a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) rather than the integral
of the dose response curve) values (this information is based on the file
‘v17_fitted_dose_response.xlsx’ [115]; the columns ‘COSMIC_ID’, ‘DRUG_ID’ and
‘AUC’ are important where the key to decode the ‘DRUG_ID’ into the drug name can
be extracted from the file ‘Screened_Compounds.xlsx’ [115]).

•

gmcCellLineCosmicIDs: Contains the ‘gmcAUC’ related COSMIC [119] cell line
names

(as

for

‘gmcAUC’,

this

‘v17_fitted_dose_response.xlsx’ [115]).
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information

corresponds

to

the

file

•

gmcCN: Contains the copy number values in the same order of cell lines as in
‘gmcCellLineCosmicIDs’ (original data from ‘Gene_level_CN.xlsx’ [115] where a
legend is included – under ‘Legend’). The original data was transformed in the
MATLAB creation by Dr. David Craft via the following key:
Table 2 1: Copy number alteration key
Key for transforming the original copy number cells into the MATLAB cells. Note that x,y ϵ ℕ
(without zero).

original
-1,-1,-,0,0,0,0,0,0,D
x,x,L,x,x,H,x,y,L,D
x,y,H,D
•

MATLAB conversion
-1
0
1
x00
x10
xy000
xy010

gmcGE: Contains the gene expression values in the same order of cell lines as in
‘gmcCellLineCosmicIDs’

(original

data

from

‘sanger1018_brainarray_ensemblgene_rma.txt.gz’ [115]). This data is continuous and
is imported into MATLAB without any transformation.
•

gmcMUT: Contains the mutation values in the same order of cell lines as in
‘gmcCellLineCosmicIDs’ (original data from ‘WES_variants.xlsx’ [115]). Here, only
mutated genes are listed (per cell line affected). Whereas the number of cell lines may
differ between the AUC data (‘v17_fitted_dose_response.xlsx’) and the copy number
(‘Gene_level_CN.xlsx’)

or

gene

expression

(‘sanger1018_brainarray_ensemblgene_rma.txt.gz’) data – resulting in AUC files
(‘gmcAUC’ and ‘gmcCellLineCosmicIDs’) with a smaller cell line count –, cell lines
not affected by a mutated gene are handled as not mutated at all. For the different
classes of mutations, the following transformation applies:
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Table 2 2: Mutation key
Key for transforming the original mutation cells into the MATLAB cells.

original
not mentioned, thus no mutation
missense
inframe
frameshift
ess_splice
nonsense
stop_lost
gene_fusion

MATLAB conversion
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Given this information, it is worth noting that the original data compounds sum up to 265 as
can be seen in the file ‘Screened_Compounds.xlsx’. After removing duplicates, the total
unique count equals 250, where each compound tested on the higher cell line amount is
selected. In the section 2.2 Cell Line Analyzer, it is explained how these datasets are used for
analysis (trying to make predictions on the sensitivity; the genetic information is the same for
all drug compounds (difference in cell lines), whereas the AUC datasets are unique for each
drug and the ones to predict). The file ‘Cell_Lines_Details.xlsx’ contains the 1001 total cell
lines.

2.1.2 Radiation dataset
The 251st compound, radiation, is created by using different datasets. AUC data is taken from
one reference (Supplementary Data 1) where 533 tumour cell lines were irradiated with a
137

Cs source (thus, gamma particles) at 0.91 Gy/min [120]. The genetic datasets were

accessed from the Broad Institute [121] where a personal account is required (included in the
repository [116]). As the software to analyse these datasets requires specific csv formats
(explained in 2.2 Cell Line Analyzer), the files ‘ncomms11428-s2.xlsx’ [120] and ‘DepMap2018q3-celllines.xlsx’ [121] are used to create the results file to predict on – this file consists
of two columns with cell lines names in the Broad_ID notation and the corresponding AUC
values (be aware that the range of AUC values differ from the ones in the drug data files;
nevertheless, this does not affect the analysis). Because the original AUC data file [120] has
no Broad_ID notation for the cell lines (instead, the columns ‘Cell Line’ and ‘Site’ contain
the useful information if merged with an underscore ‘_’ in between), the respective Broad_ID
can be derived from the file ‘DepMap-2018q3-celllines.xlsx’ (relevant columns: ‘Broad_ID’
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and ‘CCLE_Name’). The reason for this conversion into Broad_IDs is that the feature files –
listed below – contain cell line information in the same notation.
The feature files include the following files, analogous to the drug datasets:
•

‘depmap-wes-cn-data_v9-public-18q3-gene-cn.csv’: Contains information on copy
number alteration, but compared to the drug datasets, this data is continuous and used
as it is.

•

‘depmap-rnaseq-expression-data_v7-ccle-depmap-18q3-rpkm-proteincoding.csv’:
Contains information on gene expression and is continuous, as well.

•

‘depmap-mutation-calls_v3-damaging-mutation’: Contains information on mutation
levels – ‘0’ for not mutated and ‘1’ for mutated [122].

To get feature files ready for analysis, the gene names (headers) are edited by deleting the
additional brackets (so that the resulting gene name is just the HUGO name) and by
comparing all cell lines (in the Broad_ID) to the created AUC results file. This comparison
leads to nine cell lines from the results file missing it at least one feature file, so the total cell
count of 533 decreases to 524 (done manually). The order of cell lines (as noted in this results
file) is arranged for all feature files to be equal. ‘NA’ values need to be sorted out, as well.
The code (Python 3.6) to follow these steps (apart from creating the AUC results file which is
created manually) is named ‘Radiation_feature_file_creator.py’ [116].
For the sake of simplicity, all relevant original files – for the drug compounds, as well – are
stored in the repository created for this thesis [116].

2.1.3 Gene lists
To build knowledge into the model, specific gene lists are created. This has the advantage
that the number of features shrinks to the size of all genes noted in the used gene lists
(stricter, together with the constraint that a gene exists in the feature files). Instead of doing
feature selection or data-driven dimension reduction such as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), this approach utilises biological pre-knowledge. There are several reasons for this
approach: Since biomedical data like this is complex, PCA may be a bad choice since the
underlying dataset is not highly linear; the total count of samples is too low compared to the
features and using a statistical feature selection technique on the whole dataset is somehow
‘cheating’ as the complete dataset is seen before making predictions. This is not the case if
the feature selection is conducted in an inner-loop (refer to the next chapter where the data
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splitting setting is explained) - but the problem of a small amount of samples and the issue
with linearity remains. Besides that, biological pre-knowledge is a more practical and useful
approach in the biomedical setting [123].
All gene lists are included in the repository [116] and explained in the next sections. It shall
be mentioned that all genes in the gene lists shown here are ordered alphabetically and if
some genes are appended at the end (last columns) that do not match this alphabetical order,
it simply means these genes represent a former name or synonym for a gene in the original
gene list. The reason for this is to get a match with the respective gene in at least one of the
feature files (since it may happen that one name of the gene is not included in a feature file
whereas the other name version does). The relevant gene lists are the following (in csv file
format, again) – where genes may occur in more than one gene list:
•

‘gene_list_219.csv’: Includes 219 genes which are frequently mutated in cancer cells
[124].

•

‘gene_list_sig154_tumour.csv’: Contains 154 genes identifying tumour tissue origin
[125].

•

‘gene_list_EGFR.csv’: Consists of genes involved in the EGFR pathway [126].
Needed for drugs that target this pathway according to the listing of The Genomics of
Drug Sensitivity in Cancer Project [114].

•

‘gene_list_MAPK.csv’: Consists of genes involved in the MAPK pathway [127]
needed for targeted drugs [114].

•

‘gene_list_MTOR_PI3K_AKT.csv’:

Consists

of

genes

involved

in

the

MTOR_PI3K_AKT pathway [128] for targeted drugs [114].
•

‘gene_list_RTK.csv’: Consists of genes involved in the RTK pathway [129] targeted
by specific drugs [114].

•

‘gene_list_WNT.csv’: Consists of genes involved in the WNT pathway [130], a
possible drug target [114].

•

‘gene_list_rhodes.csv’: Includes genes upregulated in cancer cells [131].

•

‘gene_list_YM155.csv’: Sums up genes with a (weaker or stronger) relation to the
Sepantronium Bromide (also called YM155) pathway [98] [132] [133] [134] [135]
[136].

For

more

information

on

this,

refer

‘Gemcitabine_and_YM155_references.xlsx’ in the repository [116].
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to

the

file

•

‘gene_list_Gemcitabine.csv’: Sums up genes with a (weaker or stronger) relation to
the Gemcitabine pathway [87] [88]. For more information on this, refer to the file
‘Gemcitabine_and_YM155_references.xlsx’ in the repository [116].

•

‘gene_list_general.csv’: Contains genes which play a general important role in cancer
[10, p. 185 ff.] [10, p. 642, Table 13.6] [4]; includes the ones mentioned in the
introduction of this thesis, where specific genes may (only) occur in another gene list.
Be aware of alternative names, as KDR for VEGFR2 (which has already been
introduced with this name) [137]. The HUGO webpage is used intensively [117].

•

‘gene_list_radiation.csv’: Comprises genes related to radiation created by Dr.
Christine Eyler and Dr. David Craft. Since this gene list is like a general one (includes
genes that are important for the cell cycle, for instance), its use may not be restricted
to the radiation dataset. The original file ‘180206_MergedGeneDB_sorted.xlsx’ is
included in the repository [116]. This file was created by expert knowledge (columns
‘Eyler_List’ and ‘Craft_List’) and by a web-based search; the R code
‘StreamlineSearch_final.R’ created and used by Dr. Eyler is included in the
repository, as well [116].

As already mentioned, small adjustments are made for the gene lists. After creating the final
feature files as required for the software (refer to the next chapter), the gene lists are
compared to the feature files. Note the features (genes) in the feature files for the drug
compounds are the same for each feature file type (mutation, copy number alteration, gene
expression). The code ‘Checking.py’ [116] with its first two functions is used to perform this
analysis; ‘general_gene_check(feature_file, gene_list)’ compares each gene from a gene list
and checks if it is a feature in the feature file given as an argument to the function. This is
done for the Trametinib datasets – representing the drug compounds – and the radiation
dataset. If a gene is missing in at least one feature file, the HUGO webpage [117] is used to
find it and search for former names via the second function ‘explicit_gene_check(feature_file,
gene)’. If there is at least one hit, the gene is appended to the respective gene list (as
mentioned, in a non-alphabetical order). The targeted gene(s) for each drug compound is
(are) compared, as well. If an older name is available, it is appended to
‘gene_list_general.csv’ for drugs that have no specific target or to the specific pathway gene
list for targeted drugs; for each case, the (drug) name is appended to the respective gene list
via ‘_name.csv’. For instance, the gene MTOR is not included in its explicit gene list (this
gene is not in an alphabetical order).
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Inconsistencies in the distribution of gene names for genes that are ‘targeted’ by general drug
compounds – meaning one gene name may be included in a gene list, but another one not –
lead to the attachment of these genes into ‘gene_list_general.csv’.
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2.2 Cell Line Analyzer
The Cell Line Analyzer (CLA) [138], a software designed for this project by Andrew Patti
(main developer), Georgios Patoulidis and Christine Zhang, represents the central tool for this
thesis. All important information is included in the ‘README.md’ file. In general, this
software supports classification and regression tasks for supervised learning methods – that is
why basic classification knowledge is explained in the former chapter (1.3 Machine
Learning). Nevertheless, the focus is on regression because the data to predict (AUC values)
is continuous and a conversion to classes/categories would add some arbitrariness (where
should the threshold for sensitive or resistant be?). The analysis is done via the coding
language Python 3.6 and packages used for machine learning are taken from sklearn [139].
The software supports six existing machine learning algorithms, included in ‘Trainers’ (focus
on regression) [138]:
•

Ridge Regression with the parameter alpha.

•

Lasso Regression with the parameter alpha.

•

Elastic Net with the parameters alpha and l1_ratio. Consider the l1_ratio: In the
‘ElasticnetTrainer.py’, the parameters ‘0’ and ‘1’ are included in the set of possible
parameters to loop through. If this parameter is equal to zero, the algorithm results in
the L2 penalty (Ridge Regression) and if it is equal to one, the result is the L1 penalty
(Lasso Regression) [112].

•

Linear SVM with the parameters epsilon and C (‘c_val’ in the CLA). The first
parameter represents the epsilon in (15b) and (15c), values are ignored if they are
inside this margin (no penalty). The latter one corresponds to the C in (15a) – a
penalty parameter.

•

Radial Basis Function Support Vector Machine (using a Gaussian kernel) with the
parameters epsilon, C and gamma. Here, gamma is responsible for the width of the
Gaussian kernel, defining the sensitivity of values by their distance. Mathematically
(19a), gamma is proportional to the negative inverse of the standard deviation σ2.

•

Random Forest with its many parameters [141]. The CLA tunes ‘max_depth’ and
‘m_val’ – the first one sets the number of vertical tests (number of nodes) to prevent
overfitting and the second one is nested into ‘max_leaf_nodes’ which limits the
maximum number of leaves.
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The CLA supports another algorithm (Random Subset Elastic net, RSEN) which is under
development and thus not used in this thesis. For more information on RSEN, refer to the
Appendix (C. RSEN).
A gene check like the code in ‘Checking.py’ [116] is included in the CLA: The function
‘validateAndTrimGeneList(self,

feature_list,

gene_lists,

file)’

in

‘ArgumentProcessingService.py’ checks for missing genes and if one gene is missing in a
specific feature file, it is not used. If it appears in another feature file, it is used for the
respective feature file. This tool gives a feeling of the usefulness of a gene list.
Since there are hyperparameters to tune, the machine learning approach needs to be more
sophisticated than just splitting the data up into a training dataset and a testing dataset what is
usually done with the function ‘sklearn.model_selection.train_test_split’ [140] provided by
sklearn. But instead, a Monte Carlo Cross Validation (MCCV) in a train – validate (for the
optimal parameter selection) – test splitting is used, as described in the pseudo-code ‘CLA
design.pdf’ in the repository [116] which occurs in the ‘AbstractModelTrainer.py’ and
‘MachineLearningService.py’ from the CLA. This pseudo-code was written by Georgios
Patoulidis based on the MCCV ideas of Timo Deist and is additionally depicted below. The
triple splitting is essential to the whole software: By using hold-out data that is going to be
predicted (where the R2 values are reported from), it is guaranteed that biases from a wrong
technical setting in the analysis are prevented. The term ‘Monte Carlo’ refers to the random
pick of hold-out data in the outer and inner loop of the CLA design.
The CLA design is described as follows, step by step:
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for (F0, …, FN) ∈ {0, …, M}0 × … × {0, …, M}N do
if (F0, …, FN) = (0, 0, 0) do
skip
else do
append C with combination c = {.}0 × … × {.}N
end
end
foreach algorithm a ∈ A do
foreach combination c ∈ C do
for outer MCCV repetition i = 1 : # outer loops do
randomly sample X% of all rows as outer-training data; assign the remaining rows as
outer-holdout data;
for inner MCCV repetition j = 1 : # outer loops do
randomly subsample X% of all outer-training rows as inner-training data;
assign the remaining rows as inner-holdout data;
foreach hyperparameter configuration ha ∈ Ha do
train algorithm a with hyperparameter configuration ha on inner-training data;
predict outcomes for inner-holdout data;
compute performance metric pc,a,ha,j on inner-holdout data predictions;
end
end
compute pc,a,ha, the average of the 10 performance metrics pc,a,ha,j for each
hyperparameter configuration ha;
select hyperparameter configuration h∗a with best average inner-holdout performance
metric pc,a,ha;
train algorithm a with hyperparameter configuration h∗a on outer-training data;
predict outcomes for outer-holdout data;
compute performance metric Pc,a,i on outer-holdout data predictions;
end
compute Pc,a, the average of the # outer loops performance metrics Pc,a,i;
end
end
F is one out of N different feature files
M is the number of total gene lists
{} contains all possible feature file/ gene list combinations for a given feature file
C contains all feature file/ gene list combinations across all files
A is the set of algorithms a: random forest, linear SVM, RBF SVM, etc.
Ha is the set of possible hyperparameters combinations ha for algorithm a.
MCCV is Monte-Carlo Cross Validation
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The number of trained models per machine learning algorithm in the inner loop is given via
the

‘determineNumModelsToCreate

function

(self,

outer_monte_carlo_perms,

inner_monte_carlo_perms, num_gene_list_combos)’ in the ‘AbstractModelTrainer.py’. Note
that more models are run for the outer loops to get the performance metrics to average from
(amount of inner and outer loops can be specified by the user). In general, the amount of
(total) models M for a single machine learning algorithm is given by the formula:
M = out ∙ in ∙ CH ∙ CG,F

(26a)

y

y
CG,F = (𝑥 + 1) − 1 = x ∙ y + ∑ ( ) ∙ x i
i
𝑦

(26b)

i=2

In (26a), out represents the number of outer MCCV loops, in the number of inner MCCV
loops, CH the number of all hyperparameter combinations (for each set of hyperparameters,
one parameter is selected and combined with elements from other hyperparameter sets, thus
this number is the result of multiplying the number of elements of each hyperparameter set
with each other) and CG,F is the number of gene list and feature file combinations. The latter
one is given via (26b); the procedure is as follows: First, each feature file is combined with a
respective gene list; second (if applicable), two feature files are selected simultaneously to be
combined with a respective gene list – each, same gene list or different ones – and so forth (if
applicable). Only one gene list is selected to be combined with a feature file at a time; gene
lists are not merged and combined with a single feature file. In addition, a feature file is
selected only once per combination. The middle term of (26b) is more intuitive: For any
given count x of gene lists, one is added and the result is powered by the number y of feature
files. In the end, one is subtracted. The reason for this is that in the case of zero gene lists, the
number of combinations equals zero, as well. This formula gives a feeling about why adding
more features/gene lists may be problematic, since the number of possible combinations
increases exponentially. This equation can easily be proven via the binomial theorem:
y

y

i=0

i=2

y
y
y
y
(x + 1) − 1 = ∑ ( ) ∙ x i − 1 = ( ) ∙ x 0 + ( ) ∙ x1 + ∑ ( ) ∙ x i − 1
i
0
1
i
y

(26c)

The right side of (26b) simply follows by calculating the first to summands. To start an
analysis, all input files (feature files, gene lists and the results file) need to be in the csv data
format. ‘FileConverter.py’ converts the MATLAB files (for the drug compounds) into usable
csv files (the procedure how to use it is described in the ‘README.md’). For this project, the
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copy number feature files are changed, respectively. Instead of using the raw values from the
MATLAB files, another conversion is applied to get continuous data and reduce the amount
of

unique

values.

This

conversion

is

done

via

the

function

‘reduceCopyNumFile(cell_line_data)’. Based on the explanations of the original file
‘Gene_level_CN.xlsx’ [115] and the conversion into the MATLAB files, the final conversion
includes values (integers) beginning with 0 (meaning deleted) and following by 1 (normal), 2
(normal), 3 (amplified) and larger (amplified). The original value of ‘-1,-1,-,-‘ cannot be
clearly assigned, thus the most probable case – normal – is selected. For more critical original
values like ‘>0,1 or 2,L or H,D’, 1 or 2 is selected (normal) and for ‘X,Y,L or H,D’ for X
greater Y greater 2 is converted to Y (amplified).
To simplify more data, the category count in the mutation feature file is reduced. In the
MATLAB files, there are eight categories (from 0 to 7, see Table 2.2) and all mutations
(ranging from 1 to 7) are summed up to the categorical variable ‘1’ which just means
mutated. For the baseline drug datasets (the drugs that have been introduced; namely
Trametinib, Gemcitabine, Sepantronium Bromide and Bleomycin), runs with eightcategorical mutation feature files and with the converted ones are submitted to compare.
Since the fraction of no mutations (‘0’) is high in the MATLAB files, it is expected that the
conversion does not significantly affect the predictive results. The mutation files (after they
have been converted to csv files) are manipulated with the code ‘mut_cat_reducer.py’ [116].
So far, all csv files are processed and have been explained. The gene lists represent the
biological pre-knowledge input and the software uses them (after validation) to select from
the feature files (mutation, gene expression and/or copy number alteration). The AUC results
file contains the information that should be predicted. A low AUC means more sensitive and
a high AUC more resistant (as AUC represents the integral under the dose-response curve).
Before starting an analysis, the file ‘arguments.txt’ is needed. It contains information about
which machine learning algorithms to run, how to assign the csv files, how many inner and
outer MCCV loops should be implemented and a few more details, as shown in the
‘README.md’ file.
After the software finished all requested analyses, csv files ending with ‘Analysis.csv’ are
created for each algorithm which sum up the feature file/gene list combinations and the
respective R2 score (coefficient of determination), mean squared error and, if applicable (for
all algorithms, apart from Radial Basis Function SVM) feature importances (maximum 20).
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For the Random Forest algorithm, the sklearn built in attribute ‘feature_importances_’ [141]
is used and for the linear algorithms, the feature importance is calculated by taking the
absolute value of the respective coefficient and dividing it by the sum of all absolute valued
coefficients. This is done for each outer loop and the result is averaged. For this task, the
feature data is normalised to be comparable.
Finally, an HTML file sums up important information with graphical plots for a user-friendly
overview. There, an overall summary for the best algorithm shows the distribution of scores
(histogram) where the score is the outer loop-averaged R2 minus its standard deviation. By
selecting an algorithm, three plots (for regression) show up: The first one includes the best
(maximum) 25 Scores (R2 scores with standard deviation). By hovering over each point, the
gene list/feature file combinations are shown (at this point, this works for the Google Chrome
Browser, but not Mozilla Firefox or Microsoft Internet Explorer). The second plot shows the
best (maximum) 25 Accuracies which represent the mean squared errors (together with their
standard deviations); the hovering function is supported here, as well. Again, this is the
averaged result for the outer loops. The third and last plot is a pie chart containing the
significance of gene list/feature file combinations – information can be extracted by hovering
over the specific pie chart area.
The feature and results (containing the y-values to predict) files in the csv format are not
included in the repository (for memory reasons) – but the MATLAB files are, as already
mentioned. Together with the CLA, the respective csv files can be easily produced. The
radiation dataset is included with the csv files because of its different data type.
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2.3 Runs
Before any run is submitted, the joblib [142] Python package needs to be downloaded and
included into the CLA. The CLA software date version for the runs was pulled on August 15,
2018. This version – as all others – is included in the repository [116]. The feature
importances are removed for the standard runs (see below) since a newer version of the
software updates their calculation – runs for the best drugs are submitted with the version of
September 26, 2018 [116].
The four baseline drug datasets are tested with eight-categorical mutation feature files and –
as all other files – with the binary mutation dataset. For these baseline sets, together with the
radiation dataset, runs are submitted with all three feature files (mutation, gene expression
and copy number alteration). This is not done for all other datasets; for them, two feature files
are included (mutation and gene expression); because of limited computational resources, as
an additional feature file is computational expensive – compare to (26b). For the best three
drugs, runs with the copy number alteration file are submitted to evaluate if this improves
performance. For Trametinib and Dabrafenib (the drug targeting the MAPK pathway as
described in 1.1.4.4 Trametinib), a run with random gene lists is submitted to evaluate the
impact of expert gene lists.
The computational cluster used for these analyses is the ERISOne Linux Cluster [143], a
private partners.org resource. In order to submit jobs in this environment, an LSF file is
necessary

containing

the

Python

request

(‘python

__main__.py

0

DIRECTORY/OF/DATASETS/TO/ANALYSE’) to start the analysis. The LSF files must be
included into the CLA directory where ‘__main__.py’ is located. An output file ending with
‘_diagnostics.txt’ is created after each run; a run is submitted via the bsub command. There,
the interactive Python diagnostics is recorded and information about the job commit is
included, as well.
A standard arguments file is selected for all runs which looks as follows:
results=DRUG_results.csv
is_classifier=0
outer_monte_carlo_permutations=10
inner_monte_carlo_permutations=10
data_split=0.8
skip_ridge_regression=True
skip_linear_svm=True
skip_lasso_regression=True
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Be aware that this is the arguments version for the CLA of August 15, 2018 – this notation is
not valid any more. Refer to the repository [116] for arguments files of the other CLA
versions. Here, only Random Forest, Elastic Net and Radial Basis Function SVM are used for
analysis; the reason for this is to save time. As explained in the chapter before, Elastic Net is
a weighted version of Lasso and Ridge Regression and the l1_ratio parameter setting allows
each of them to be conducted. The RBF Support Vector Machine is a kernelized and more
sophisticated algorithm than the Linear Support Vector Machine, which is not included in the
analytical setting of this thesis. Besides the fact that Linear SVM performs badly in this
complex setting, leaving it out saves computational time and effort. As resources and time are
limited, the abovementioned algorithm selection is justified.
The first line of the arguments file includes the drug name (‘DRUG’) so that the CLA gets
input information about the y-values to predict from. The selection ‘0’ in the second line
indicates that the problem set is a regression (instead of a classification) problem and the
‘0.8’for the data split in the fifth line represents the percentage of the data that is going to be
used for training (from the whole dataset, outer loop in the CLA design) and for training/
testing from part of the data (hyperparameter selection in the inner loop of the CLA design).
Summarised, the following runs are submitted:
•

Using respective gene lists, eight-categorical mutation and gene expression features
for the four baseline drug compounds (Gemcitabine, Trametinib, Sepantronium
Bromide and Bleomycin) – August version of the CLA.

•

Using respective gene lists, binary-categorical mutation, gene expression and copy
number alteration features for the four baseline drug datasets and the radiation dataset;
the same is done for the remaining 246 datasets without copy alteration data – August
version of the CLA.

•

The same as the point above is done with using copy number alteration for the best
three drugs and the radiation dataset – September version of the CLA. Note that for
Navitoclax (one of these drugs, refer to 3.2 Standard runs for the 251 datasets;
targeting multiple bcl genes relevant for apoptosis) this sort of run is not submitted for
RBF SVM since this was once done earlier with the August version. Thus, the RBF
SVM results file is from an older version what does not affect the quality of results. In
addition, the run for Dabrafenib stopped on the cluster so that it was submitted again –
the CLA software is able continue where it stopped before, as can be seen from the
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respective diagnostics file [116]. Only Dabrafenib and Navitoclax include RBF SVM
for these runs, since Trametinib (another drug of the best three ones) and radiation
where submitted with copy number alteration before. As described below, runs for
investigating feature importances are submitted – for that reason, RBF SVM is not
submitted again but Elastic Net and Random Forest are calculated to get feature
importances.
•

For the best drugs (choice criteria described later), the standard runs for Random
Forest and Elastic Net (gene expression and mutation feature files) are repeated to
investigate feature importances. The radiation dataset is not among these highest R2
scoring drugs, but because of its own data type and reasonable R2 values, it is
included – September and October 1 (for the radiation dataset) version of the CLA.
Note that for PIK-93, the run is submitted with the October 4 version for practical
reasons (before that, there were complications with submission). For the radiation
dataset, copy number alteration features are included, again.

•

Finally, runs with only one gene list containing unique genes from all gene lists of the
respective drug (for the drugs 5-Fluorouracil, Dabrafenib, Methotrexate, Navitoclax
and Trametinib) are submitted – October 1 version of the CLA.

The reason for generally leaving the copy number alteration files out is that (as can be
derived from (26b)) it saves a lot computational effort. By using this kind of feature file for
selected cases, it can be investigated how its use may affect the R2 values.
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3 Results and Analysis
3.1 Eight-categorical mutation feature files
All results from the runs are included in the folder ‘Runs’ from the repository [116].
Including eight-categorical mutation files does not significantly increase predictive outcome.
When compared to single feature file and gene list combinations where a mutation file is
included, the usage of eight-categorical files does increase predictive power across the files,
but in the standard deviation range as can be seen from the respective HTML files. For these
reasons, it is decided to use binary categorical mutation feature data for the sake of simplicity
and computational time.

3.2 Standard runs for the 251 datasets
The respective results are stored in the folder ‘Analysis_files’ in ‘Runs’ [116]. These runs
serve one purpose: To get an overview on predictive power for each drug and the respective
algorithms. Below, this overview is shown for each algorithm and across all of them; the
maximum R2 value from the respective csv value of each algorithm is selected to plot
histograms. For the histogram showing the results across all algorithms for each drug, the
maximum R2 among these three algorithms is selected to count over. Even though the
baseline drug datasets and the radiation dataset include the feature file based on copy number
alteration and thus the analysis files as well, this feature file type is not considered in this part
of the analysis. This means that the highest R2 scores for these datasets are selected from
feature file/ gene list combinations were mutation and gene expression feature files are
included – as for all the other datasets presented here. The copy number alteration feature
files did not significantly increase R2 scores – even though many of the highest R2 scores
within these drugs tested with this feature type include combinations with this specific feature
type file. As described later (feature importances), this means that the remaining part(s) of the
feature file/ gene list combination are important. Since the scores are usually within the
standard deviation range (a combination with copy number alteration against the same
combination without it; can be seen in the HTML file of the respective dataset), copy number
alteration is not considered as a significant game changer.
Drugs that reach an R2 of at least 0.2 are considered significant enough to investigate further
(feature importances).
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Figure 3.1: Histogram for Random Forest
Histogram for Random Forest. The bins show the total counts of highest R2 scores across all data files where the
bin width is one quarter (meaning the histogram was plotted on 0.25-intervals) – the same applies to the
following two histograms. The code that plotted this figure (and Figure 3.2 and 3.3, as well) is stored as
‘Histogram_analysis.py’ [116]. Note: Feature file/ gene list combinations with copy number alterations are
sorted out for all histograms.

Figure 3.2: Histogram for Elastic Net
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Figure 3.3: Histogram for the Radial Basis Function SVM

Figure 3.4: Histogram across
Histogram across the three algorithms. To get the counts, the highest R2 across the three algorithms for each
dataset is considered. The code that plotted this figure is stored as ‘Histogram_analysis_2.py’ [116].
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For each algorithm, most of the drugs are not learnable at all (as good as predicting the
average AUC value or even worse than that). This may be a hint for the complex biology
behind cancer itself and its relation to the drug pathways. Another explanation for many
results with no predictive power is that the genes used for feature selection are the wrong
ones. Even though the gene lists are created considering expert knowledge and, if applicable,
the drug targets it still may be a possibility that there are genes/ pathways unknown for
several drugs.
To shed light on the histograms, there are 86 counts for an R2 of maximum zero for Random
Forest (RF), 29 for Elastic Net (EN), 21 for the Radial Basis Function SVM (RBF) and 19
across the algorithms. For R2 values of at least 0.2, there are 30 counts for RF, 31 for EN, 40
for RBF and 42 across all of these – whereas an R2 of at least 0.3 occurs six times for RF,
three times for EN, seven times for RBF and nine times across these algorithms. Only RF has
one single count that reached a maximum R2 of at least 0.4, namely for the drug Dabrafenib.
These results confirm the complexity and difficulty of the whole task to predict cancer cell
line sensitivity. The mentioned counts are listed as percentages below (from 251 datasets):
Table 3.1: Percentages of R2 counts
R2 counts expressed as percentages for each algorithm and across them.

Algorithm

R2 ≤ 0

R2 ≥ 0.2

R2 ≥ 0.3

R2 ≥ 0.4

RF

34.26%

11.95%

2.39%

0.40%

EN

11.55%

12.35%

1.20%

0.00%

RBF

8.37%

15.94%

2.79%

0.00%

Across

7.57%

16.73%

3.59%

0.40%

The distribution of the results themselves is not surprising since it seems almost equally
distributed when accepting some variance across the algorithms, apart from the scores below/
equal to zero. There, RF is overrepresented since slightly more than one third of all RF
highest predictions scores belong to this class. This leads to a completely different picture
compared to the other two algorithms for which the number of drugs with an R2 of at least 0.2
is larger than the amount with no predictive power at all. This relation also holds true for the
analysis across files.
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As already mentioned, drugs with a maximum score of at least 0.2 for any algorithm are
considered ‘predictive’. To get more information about the algorithm distributions, the top
ten R2 scores (from the results set of all three algorithms) for drugs meeting the requirement
to be predictive are considered for evaluating algorithm shares for these highest ten scores
(refer to Figure 3.5 and 3.6).
Looking at Figure 3.5 and 3.6, the subplots showing a high share for a respective algorithm
clearly show the higher occurrence of RBF compared to the others (further drug information
according to [114]): AICARibonucleotide (AMPK agonist involved in cell metabolism; 80%),
AT-7519 (targeting different CDKs which play a role in the cell cycle; 60%, both other
algorithms have shares), Afatinib (EGFR targeting drug; 80%), I-BET-762 (targeting different
bromodomain containing proteins; 80%), Nilotinib (ABL or ABL1 targeting drug; 100%),
SNX-2112 (protein stability related pathway target HSP90; 60%, both other algorithms have
shares), THZ-2-102-1 (another cell cycle and CDK related drug; 70%), TPCA-1 (targeting
IKK2 which plays a role in inflammation control; 80%), Tanespimycin (another HSP90
targeted drug; 70%) and Vorinostat (focussing on different HDAC genes playing a role for
chromatin histones; 60%, both other algorithms have shares). RF is overrepresented for
AKTInhibitorVIII (as the name suggests, a drug aimed on serine/ threonine specific protein
kinases AKT; 80%), CX-5461 (hitting RNA polymerase; 60%, both other algorithms have
shares), Dabrafenib (BRAF inhibitor, closely related to Trametinib which both aim the
MAPK pathway; 80%) and EN for AZ628 (another BRAF inhibitor; 70%) and
Bleomycin50uM (60%, both other algorithms have shares). For drugs with a high share of
EN, it may be a sign that there is more predictive power in linear relations and high shares of
RF or SVM may indicate more complex relations – these results need to be interpreted with
caution. Nilotinib only includes RBF in its pie chart and when manually comparing its R 2
scores for RF and EN (refer to the respective csv files in the repository [116]), it is worth
noting that both algorithms do not hit a score of at least 0.1 – anyhow, the standard deviation
bars across these files (refer to the HTML file, open it in Google Chrome – as described in
the readme of the CLA – and be aware of the fact that the highest scoring combination does
not necessarily equal the highest R2 from the csv files, but in this case it does) are high and
indicate low power of evaluation. But the general conclusion that can be drawn is that RF
does not – as many would have suggested since biomedical data is complex and noisy –
widely occur as the most frequent algorithm; in fact, it is RBF, as depicted in the first subplot
below.
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Figure 3.5: Algorithm shares
Pie charts of the best predicted drugs showing the algorithm shares/ distributions for the best ten scores across
all algorithms. The subtitle includes the highest scoring algorithm and its respective score (in brackets). The first
pie chart is the summation of all others (‘Across’). The code that plotted this figure is stored as ‘Kuchen.py’ –
the code to get the ordered sequence is ‘score_selector.py’ [116]. No copy number alteration is considered.
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Figure 3.6: Algorithm shares - continued
Pie charts of the best predicted drugs showing the algorithm shares/ distributions for the best ten scores across
all algorithms – continued.
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In 42% of all cases, the Radial Basis Function SVM outperforms the other two algorithms.
For them, the Elastic Net has a share of 33% and Random Forest the remaining 25%. These
results show that the RBF SVM should not be ruled out in the biomedical setting – it earns
the same level of attention as Random Forest which is usually considered.
Besides the drugs and algorithms themselves, the feature file types (gene expression and
mutation) and gene lists used for achieving the scores are interesting to investigate further.
One might expect that especially for the drugs targeting a specific pathway, the respective
pathway should be used often in a combination to determine an R2 score. But as already
shown, classical expectations may be far from reality in this difficult setting. To answer this
question, a heatmap is created: For the same drugs as in the pie charts – this time including
radiation (even though it does not reach a single score of at least 0.2) because of its own
datatype nature – the relation of gene lists and feature files are shown (Figure 3.7). The
approach includes the highest ten R2 scores for each algorithm, so 30 in total (again, there can
be low scores and high standard deviation bars) and counts how often a specific gene list or
feature file is used across these 30 combinations. This should give an orientation about the
relative importances of these files in this specific setting. For a better understanding, it is
necessary to know that for a single combination (with its respective R2) the same gene list can
be used twice. Consequently, counts summed up vertically do not have to equal a specific
number or be the same across all the depicted drugs and the radiation dataset.
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Figure 3.7: Feature file/ gene list heatmap
Heatmap of the gene lists and feature files used for the 42 relatively well performing drugs and the radiation
dataset. The underlying R2 score is the merger of the highest ten R2 scores for each algorithm, so 30
combinations. For each feature file/ gene list, its frequency across all combinations is plotted against each other.
The code that plotted this figure is stored as ‘Heatmap.py’ [116]. No copy number alteration considered.
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Surprisingly, the specific pathway gene lists (EGFR, MAPK, MTOR_PI3K_AKT, RTK and
WNT) are not used often for the drugs they can be referred to. Instead, two gene lists seem to
play a central role for many drugs, namely gene_list_219 and gene_list_radiation (noted as
219 and radiation). The count of these gene lists is high compared to the whole set of other
gene lists. Interestingly, the radiation gene list is not used significantly more often than others
for the radiation dataset whereas the highest count is reached for Trametinib when using gene
expression features with a selection based on the very same gene list. For BX-912 (which
targets PDK) and Bleomycin50uM, the radiation dataset is used often in combination with
gene expression (17 times each), as well. Bleomycin itself (together with Gemcitabine,
Sepantronium Bromide) performs bad, but Bleomycin50uM is easier to predict.
Even the feature type makes a significant impact across these drugs: Gene expression is more
widely used than mutation data (columns); exceptions from this rule where mutation features
play an important role include Dabrafenib, Nutlin-3a and Trametinib. The results of this
heatmap may be a hint that gene expression data tends to be more important for prediction as
mutation data – whereas copy number alteration (not included in the heatmap) is less
important since it does not significantly increase predictive scores. This idea gets even more
interesting when considering the 219 gene list which consists of most frequently mutated
genes in cancer: One might expect that this list gets considerable results when combined with
mutation features, but the general picture is that it is used more often with gene expression
data. For Trametinib and Radiation though, the count for a combination with mutation
features clearly exceed the one with gene expression (Trametinib: twelve against one;
Radiation: nine against three).
To sum up all information about this setting, Table A.1 and A.2 (in the Appendix) show all
datasets sorted by the R2 interval they belong to. The algorithm type that resulted in the
highest R2 score is included in this listing.
Based on the results of these runs (refer to the highest results in Table A.1 and A.2), the three
drugs Dabrafenib, Navitoclax and Trametinib are chosen to investigate further via runs with
copy number alteration. Since Trametinib is one of the baseline drugs, the RBF SVM
algorithm is not considered here (because an analysis with copy number alteration is done
anyways). These three drugs, together with 32 others (unique drugs that have at least one R2
of at least 0.2 – plus the radiation dataset – for Random Forest or Elastic Net; refer to the next
section) are chosen for runs with feature importance outputs. The idea behind this is that this
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may reveal new biomarkers for specific drugs and/ or underline the ones that are currently
known. The pattern that gene expression features are used more often than mutation features
can be evaluated further by investigating the respective feature importances. Is gene
expression data utilised more frequently in this kind of analysis, again?
It is worth noting the results of two runs with random gene lists. The motivation behind this is
simple; completely randomised gene lists should result in lower R2 scores (refer to the folder
‘Random’ in ‘Runs’ [116]). For that, two of the higher scoring drugs, namely Dabrafenib and
Trametinib,

were

chosen

‘gene_list_alzheimer_up_dn.csv’,

for

analysis.

There

are

three

‘gene_list_eye_morphogenesis.csv’

gene

lists:
and

‘gene_list_randomised.csv’. The first list includes up – and downregulated genes of
endothelial brain cells of Alzheimer’s disease patients [144] [145], the second one includes
genes involved in the morphogenesis of the eye [146] and the last one is a randomly created
gene list [147]. The gene lists have been checked for oncogenes and tumour suppressors to
provide randomness. Apart from the gene lists (no copy number alteration used), these two
runs are like the other ones.
As expected, the R2 scores were significantly lower than the runs utilising gene lists based on
biological pre-knowledge, which underlines the consistency of this whole project. To put the
information gained from this test into a nutshell, selected gene lists outperform randomly
chosen ones.
The following figure shows the score plots from the HTML files, in this case for Random
Forest. When hovering over each datapoint (in Chrome), the respective feature file/ gene list
combination pops up.
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Figure 3.8: R2 score comparison for normal against random runs (Dabrafenib and Trametinib)
All R2 scores (15 in total, refer to (26b)) for Random Forest in the random gene list (right) compared to the
biological pre-knowledge setting for Dabrafenib and Trametinib.

Compared with the scale on the left of each plot, there is a difference in achieved R2 scores
for each drug, respectively. For Dabrafenib, this difference is stronger than for Trametinib –
surprisingly, the latter one even reaches R2 scores of 0.2. This is an unexpected result which
may be explained by the fact that Trametinib is easier to predict in general. Nevertheless, the
standard deviation bars (standard deviation) for the random selection are greater compared to
the normal setting and the means are clearly shifted downwards to lower scores. For
Dabrafenib, the standard deviation bars are – with some exceptions – larger in the random
setting and the shift towards lower predictive scores is even stronger.
When calculating the means (and the standard deviation from all the data points), the
abovementioned relation that biological pre-knowledge performs better can be concluded, as
well. For all algorithms, this change holds true; for Random Forest, Elastic Net and RBF
Support Vector Machine, Dabrafenib Random has an average R2 of -0.04 ± 0.03, 0.02 ± 0.05
and 0.03 ± 0.05 compared to Dabrafenib with 0.19 ± 0.13, 0.20 ± 0.11 and 0.20 ± 0.10. On
the other hand (in the same order), Trametinib Random has scores of 0.12 ± 0.07, 0.12 ± 0.07
and 0.11 ± 0.07 compared to Trametinib with 0.21 ± 0.05, 0.22 ± 0.05 and 0.21 ± 0.05. Even
though the means of Trametinib Random are higher than for Dabrafenib Random, there is an
enhancement in R2 scores for Trametinib.
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3.3 Feature importances
3.3.1 Runs for the 35 drugs with an R2 of at least 0.2 and the radiation
dataset
New runs for Random Forest and Elastic Net with a previous R2 of at least 0.2 are
investigated to determine feature importances. The underlying drugs include 35 unique
datasets plus the radiation dataset. The motivation for this is that strong feature importances
may be a hint for cell – drug relations that are worth focussing on. In this set of runs, the
special runs with added copy number alteration (Dabrafenib, Navitoclax, Trametinib and
Radiation) are included – for the respective results, refer to ‘Feature_importances’ in ‘Runs’
from the repository [116]. Again, copy number alteration features do not increase predictive
outcome. Although (refer to the files in the repository if interested) many of the highest R2
scoring combinations include copy number alteration, the feature importances reveal a
different picture: Almost all important features are gene expression and/or mutation ones.
Note that for these runs, the csv files include 200 feature importances instead of 20 (manually
hard coded). Only the radiation dataset is slightly different from this rule: There, copy
number alteration features appear more often (but still rare) in the highest importances. Since
the importances themselves are widely spread (no single importance that is significantly high)
and combinations without the copy number features lead to R2 of the same range (which
applies to the other runs with copy number alteration features, as well; refer to the HTML
files where the best 25 scores minus the standard deviation are presented), it can be
concluded that copy number alteration does not impact predictive outcome.
Based

on

the

result

files

‘RandomForestAnalysis.csv’),

of
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this

directory

plots

were

(‘ElasticNetAnalysis.csv’
created

using

the

and
code

‘Feature_importances.py’ [116]. All these plots are depicted in the Appendix (A. Figures).
The order is alphabetical by drug name and the left side presents the visualisation for Elastic
Net, whereas the right side shows the importances for Random Forest. Each of these plots
shows top five feature importances for the six highest scoring feature file/ gene list
combinations.
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Most of the plots reveal feature importances that are widely spread, meaning there is no
feature that is overrepresented. The radiation dataset for instance does not reveal any
significant feature.
For this reason, the following table summarises single genes that appear with an importance
of at least 20%:
Table 3.2: Gene features with an importance of at least 20% for a given drug and algorithm
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated via ‘corr.py’ [116] on the underlying (feature type) dataset
listed below. The respective genes appear across different feature file/ gene list combinations.
Drug
AKTInhibitorVIII
AT-7519
CAY10603
Dabrafenib
Fedratinib
I-BET-762
JW-7-24-1
Methotrexate
Navitoclax
NG-25
NPK76-II-72-1
Nutlin-3aNVP-BHG712
PHA-793887
PIK-93
SNX-2112
THZ-2-102-1
TL-1-85
TPCA-1
Vorinostat

Algorithm
RF
RF
RF
EN, RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
EN, RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF

Feature type
Target(s) [114]
gex
AKT1-3 / PI3K MTOR pathway
gex
CDK1, 2, 4, 6, 9 / cell cycle
gex
HDAC1,6
mut
BRAF / MAPK pathway
gex
JAK2
gex
BRD2-4
gex
LCK
gex
gex
BCL members / apoptosis
gex
TAK1, MAP4K2
gex
PLK3 / cell cycle
mut
MDM2 / p53 pathway
gex
EPHB4
gex
CDK2, 5, 7 / cell cycle
gex
PIK3CG / PI3K MTOR pathway
gex
HSP90
gex
CDK7 / cell cycle
gex
TAK
gex
IKK2
gex
HDAC inhibitor class I, IIa, IIb, IV

Gene(s) with an importance ≥ 20%
IKZF1, FZD1
IKZF1
RNF168, IKZF1
ARAF, BRAF*, APAF1*, ATP2C1
IKZF1, BRCA1
IKZF1, BRCA1
IKZF1, BRCA1
IKZF1
E2F2, DNM1
BTK, IKZF1, RNF168
RNF168, IKZF1
CNNM1, CCND1, TP53
BTK
IKZF1
PIK3CG
IKZF1
BRCA1
BTK, RNF168
RNF168, BRCA1, IKZF1
IKZF1

Pearson's r
-0.27
0.17
*1
0.44
0.44
0.44
-0.12
*2
0.17
*3
0.09
*4
-

* not for RF (please note: for some combinations scoring R 2 values of > 0.4, mutation of BRAF and APAF1 appear as the most important
feature (> 30%))
*1 rARAF,BRAF = -0.01 / rARAF,APAF1 = 0.04 / rARAF,ATP2C1 = 0.11 / rBRAF,APAF1 = 0.03 / rBRAF,ATP2C1 = 0.02 / rAPAF1,ATP2C1 = 0.11
*2 rBTK,IKZF1 = 0.77 / rBTK,RNF168 = 0.09 / rIKZF1,RNF168 = 0.17
*3 rCNNM1,CCND1 = 0.15 / rCNNM1,TP53 = 0.01 / rCCND1,TP53 = 0
*4 rRNF168,BRCA1 = 0.07 / rRNF168,IKZF1 = 0.17 / rBRCA1,IKZF1 = 0.44

The general picture that gene expression features seem to be more important than mutation
features appears again; mutation features appear for Dabrafenib and Nutlin-3a-. Interestingly,
Elastic Net shows importances of at least 20% only in combination with these two drugs and
the mutation feature type. Elastic Net and Random Forest show different results for most of
the drugs. Taking all 36 plot pairs into account, these two algorithms get slightly similar
genes for some drugs. Besides Dabrafenib and Nutlin-3a- (where there are similarities), these
include NVP-BHG712 (targeting EPHB4) for the gene expression feature GSX2, NPK76-II72-1 (targeting PLK3) for the gene expression feature RNF168, the radiation dataset with the
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gene expression feature ACLY (low percentage), Refametinib (MEK1/2 targeting drug) for
the mutation feature APAF1, TPCA-1 for the gene expression feature RNF168 and
Trametinib for the gene expression feature CHEK1. BRAF occurs twice for the latter drug in
Elastic Net, but the importance is around 2%, respectively (as the most important feature).
Since most of these importances are low, it is hard to draw a conclusion about them. It may
be a hint that there is a small linear relation that Elastic Net and Random Forest detect.
Focusing on Table 3.2, the genes IKZF1, RNF168 and BRCA1 occur across different drugs.
IKAROS Family Zinc Finger 1 (IKZF1) is a transcription factor which plays a role in
lymphocyte differentiation [148]. Alterations of this gene have been linked to different
subtypes of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) [149]. Comparing with the cancerrxgene
webpage for compounds [114], most of the cell lines with low AUC values treated with the
drugs in Table 3.2 which include IKZF1 belong to the blood type. Instead of mutation
information, the gene expression of IKZF1 consistently appears as an important feature. From
the 35 drugs considered in this analysis, (5Z)-7-Oxozeaenol (TAK1 targeting drug), AZ628,
Bleomycin50uM, CI-1040 (MEK1/2 targeting drug), Dabrafenib, Nutlin-3a-, PD0325901
(MEK1/2 targeting drug), Refametinib, Selumetinib (targeting MEK1/2, as well) and
Trametinib do not consistently show blood cancer cell lines as the most sensitive ones [114].
Ring Finger Protein 168 (RNF168) encodes an E3 ubiquitin ligase protein which interacts in
the DNA repair mechanism [150]. Apart for TL-1-85, it appears for drugs where IKZF1
shares high feature importances, as well. Overexpression of RNF168 has been reported to
alter the DNA repair mechanism and affect gene instability in cancer cells [151], it has also
been reported to drive breast cancer proliferation [152].
Breast And Ovarian Cancer Susceptibility Protein 1 (BRCA1) serves as a tumour suppressor
and maintains DNA stability; mutations of this genes are associated to breast and ovarian
cancer [153]. Since they – together with RNF168 – share a central role in a cell, the
biological interpretation may be that for blood cancer cell lines, these genes tend to be
biomarkers for sensitivity prediction. On the other side, IKZF1 may serve as a good
biomarker for cell differentiation.
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Frizzled Class Receptor 1 (FZD1) gene expression, besides IKZF1, is another gene feature
from the table above which occurs for AKTInhibitorVIII. FZD1 is a Wnt protein receptor,
where it interacts in the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway [154]. It has been reported that the
Multidrug Resistance gene MDR1 – a target of the Wnt pathway – is affected by FZD1
expression levels across different cancers like neuroblastoma, breast and ovarian cancer and
thus plays a role in chemo drug resistance [155] [156] [157].
For Dabrafenib, the genes listed seem familiar; as this drug is a BRAF inhibitor (targeting the
MEK1/2 pathway), BRAF mutation is an important feature type. All four genes share the
mutation feature type, a fact that is barely seen in this analysis. One of these genes is ARAF,
which binds to BRAF and is activated by it [158]. Apoptotic Peptidase Activating Factor 1
(APAF1), another mutated gene, directly plays a role in apoptosis – a mechanism crucial for
many processes in the organism, including cancer development [159]. This gene encodes the
Apaf-1 protein described in 1.2.2.6 Resisting Cell Death. Downregulation of Apaf-1 and
deregulation of apoptosis is a way of resisting drug treatment for melanoma [160]. The last
gene, namely ATPase Secretory Pathway Ca2+ Transporting 1 (ATP2C1), encodes an
enzyme responsible for ATP hydrolysis and calcium ion transport [161]. Mutations of this
gene are associated with the autoimmune skin disease Hailey-Hailey [162] [163]. Since
Dabrafenib targets skin cancer cells (Melanoma) which react most sensitive to treatment
[114], ATP2C1 may be a differentiator for these cell lines or mutations of it could lead to
altered pathways in skin cancer which influence sensitivity.
For the drug Navitoclax, the genes E2F2 and Dynamin 1 (DNM1) appear with high
importances. E2F2 is a member of the E2F family and plays a role in binding pRb, as
explained in 1.2.2.2 Evading growth suppressors. However, DNM1 is involved in a cell’s
membrane build up [164]. The link to Navitoclax and to cancer in general is unclear at this
point.
Bruton Tyrosine Kinase (BTK) appears for NG-25 (a TAK1 and MAP4K2 targeting drug;
together with IKZF1 and RNF168), NVP-BHG712 and TL-1-85 (TAK targeting; together
with RNF168) and contributes to B-cell development [165]. Since mostly blood cell lines
respond in a sensitive manner to these drugs, BTK is not a far-fetched gene. Given this fact,
BTK targeting drugs have been used in clinical trials for chronic lymphocytic leukaemia
(CLL) [166] [167]. The cancerrxgene dataset includes four BTK targeting drugs, as well
[114] – none of them used in this part of analysis. Despite that, it was also reported that BTK
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mutations do not occur in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) patients and thus does not seem to
be important for further development of this cancer type [168]. Note that BTK, as all other
features (apart from the ones for Dabrafenib and Nutlin-3a-), appears as a gene expression
feature here.
Nutlin-3a-, the second drug with mutation features, results in the same genes with an
importance of at least 20% for Elastic Net and Random Forest, a strong hint for a linear
relation. One of these genes is TP53 and since Nutlin-3a- targets the TP53 pathway, this
result seems reasonable. This result, together with the BRAF result for Dabrafenib – both
expected results considering the targets of these drugs – reveals the functionality of the CLA
software. Surprisingly, apart from the last feature analysed below, other targets from targeted
drugs do not – or if, then with a small feature importance like BRAF for Trametinib – appear
with high feature importances. Switching over to the next gene, Cyclidin D1 (CCND1) as a
member of cyclidins is a key in the cell cycle as already explained in 1.2.2.2 Evading growth
suppressors [169]. Due to its central role, there are many hypothetical possibilities on how its
mutation level may affect drug sensitivity – its expression (rather than mutation) has been
linked to many different cancer types [170] [171] [172]. The last gene for this drug, Cyclin
And CBS Domain Divalent Metal Cation Transport Mediator 1 (CNNM1) encodes a protein
probably working as a copper transporter [173]. It has been reported that CNNM1 mutations
in pulmonary carcinoid tumours occur recurrently, whereas this finding may be questioned as
it applies to two out of twenty samples [174].
The last feature importance represents the next expected result: Gene expression of
Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-Bisphosphate 3-Kinase Catalytic Subunit Gamma (PIK3CG) is an
important feature for the predictions made for the drug PIK-93, a PIK3CG targeting drug; the
gene encodes a protein interacting in immune response [175]. As the most sensitive cell lines
for this drug belong to the blood type, this relation makes sense in a biological setting.
Mutations for this gene have been linked to ovarian and breast cancer [176].
Table 3.2 also includes the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the respective genes. As the
different drug datasets do not consist of the exact same set of cell lines, the coefficient is
calculated for each drug dataset (the drugs have a large overlap in cell lines, but for
consistency reasons, this calculation method is chosen). Most of the multiple genes for the
specific drugs do not show any (anti-)correlation at all; worth noting are IKZF1 and BRCA1
(gene expression) across different drugs with an r of 0.44 and especially BTK and IKZF1 (for
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NG-25, gene expression) with an r of 0.77. Surprisingly, ARAF and BRAF (mutation) are not
correlated at all (r = -0.01) – even for gene expression (not in the table, ‘corr.py’ calculates it
by changing the file directory) the correlation coefficient implies no correlation (r = -0.05).
Interestingly, it has been reported that BTK phosphorylates Ikaros close to zinc finger 4
(IKZF4) – the high correlation coefficient of BTK and IKZF1 may be a hint for this relation
described in an experimental setting [177]. Nevertheless, calculating the correlation between
BTK and IKZF4 (for the drug NG-25, gene expression) yields r = 0.01. As suggested before
[177], these findings may support the idea of an unknown mechanism between IKZF1 and
BTK.
Moving to the next section, a closer examination of the feature types used is given.

3.3.2 Analysis of the different feature types
Since Table 3.2 reveals a large weight on gene expression features, a closer analysis for all 35
drugs and the radiation dataset is done to evaluate this finding further. The first step of this
investigation compares feature file/ gene list combinations of only one feature type and
compares them with each other, respectively. The resulting table is shown in the Appendix
(B.1 Mono feature analysis). The hypothesis that utilisation of gene expression data yields
higher R2 scores can be confirmed, again. The predictive scores are almost consistently
higher across all algorithms when using gene expression combinations – Dabrafenib does not
follow this rule: Mutation data outperforms/ is similar to gene expression for Random Forest/
Elastic Net (note the standard deviation which is calculated for five/six (depending on the
amount of gene lists used) combinations makes it difficult to compare) what is consistent
with the reported feature importances from the former section. Using copy number alteration
features only (for the applicable cases), the R2 scores do not significantly go up or reach
values of the highest scoring feature type for the respective drugs.
Table B.2 from the Appendix reveals the same relation, but now with the underlying data of
the first systematic runs. Refer to the explanation provided in Table B.1 (Appendix) why this
table does not contain RBF results. Again, gene expression yields higher predictive outcomes
than mutation data. For Dabrafenib and Nutlin-3a-, the situation is different for Random
Forest; the Elastic Net algorithm still gets higher results for the gene expression data types,
but the mutation data scores are high compared to the other drugs. Almost all R 2 scores for
mutation do not equal zero in this setting, whereas Table B.1 reveals more zero values. As
mentioned, this can be explained by the low amount of combinations the standard deviation –
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which is large for mutation combinations – is calculated from. Copy number alteration (for
Radiation and Trametinib) does not significantly change the general picture. When
comparing the gene expression scores for both tables, the deviation from each other usually
lies in the standard deviation ranges.
The second and final step of this investigation focusses on the feature importance plots from
the Appendix (A. Figures). For each importance that appears in a plot (for a given drug and a
given algorithm of a specific feature type), the weighted importance over all depicted six
highest scoring combinations is calculated. The resulting plots are shown below.
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Figure 3.9: Feature type importances for Random Forest
Shares of the respective feature types for the plots in the Appendix. ‘gex_mut_analysis.py’ creates these plots by
summing the feature importance percentage weighted feature type (gex, mut or cnum) and dividing by the sum
of all (weighted) importances.
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Figure 3.10: Feature type importances for Random Forest – continued
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Figure 3.11: Feature type importances for Elastic Net
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Figure 3.12: Feature type importances for Elastic Net – continued
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Gene expression feature types clearly outperform mutation and copy number alteration types
(where it is applicable). For Random Forest (Figure 3.9 and 3.10), gene expression shares a
90.3% part across all the analysed datasets, whereas mutation shares 9.5% and copy number
alteration (only used for radiation) 0.3%. This corresponds to 26 drugs that only appear with
gene expression shares. Mutation feature types have larger shares for Dabrafenib and Nutlin3a-, 54% and 91%, respectively. Other drugs which show up with mutation feature types are
(5Z)-7-Oxozeaenol (14%), AZ628 (3%), CI-1040 (19%), NPK76-II-72-1 (1%), PD0325901
(1%), Refametinib (21%) and Selumetinib (6%). Interestingly, the only dataset for which
copy number alteration types where used is the radiation dataset (15%). Given the different
datatype/ data origin of this feature type data, it may be a hint for a better utilisation in
making predictions. Although the R2 scores from the radiation dataset do not meet the 0.2
threshold, it is remarkable how copy number alteration features contribute to reach these
scores. Using this type of data for the drugs may increase their R2 scores.
Switching to Elastic Net (Figure 3.11 and 3.12), the shares slightly change: Across all
datasets, gene expression accounts for 81.4%, mutation for 18.3% and copy alteration –
unchanged (but now appearing for Dabrafenib and Radiation) – for 0.3%. Twelve drugs only
show up with gene expression feature types, compared to 27 for Random Forest. Thus,
mutation features seem to play a more important role for the linear Elastic Net algorithm.
Besides Dabrafenib (52%) and Nutlin-3a- (74%), two other drugs show this feature type as
the major one: CI-1040 (59%) and PD0325901 (54%). The other drugs that include mutation
features are (5Z)-7-Oxozeaenol (41%), AKTInhibitorVIII (2%), AT-7519 (1%), AZ628
(29%), BX-912 (2%), CAY10603 (targeting chromatin histone acetylation; 7%), Daporinad
(targeting NAMPT, metabolic pathway; 1%), GSK1070916 (targeting AURKA, AURKC,
mitosis; (4%), Methotrexate (3%), NG-25 (5%), NPK76-II-72-1 (2%), PI-103 (2%),
Refametinib (49%), Selumetinib (49%), TL-1-85 (4%), Trametinib (37%) and WZ3105
(targeting different genes, refer to [114]; 6%). Radiation shows the same percentage for copy
number alteration as for Random Forest (15%); in addition, Dabrafenib shares a 1% part for
this feature type.
Summing up the insights from this part of the analysis, it can be concluded that gene
expression feature types clearly outperform mutation feature types and for the applicable
cases, copy number alteration as well.
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3.3.3 Selected runs with fixed feature file/ gene list combination and
parameters
To investigate some of the strong feature importances further, special runs are submitted: By
selecting feature file/ gene list combinations (listed in Table 3.3) for specific drugs, the
hyperparameter tuning is skipped (taking the mode for the respective combination, apart from
two exceptions, see the table description), the respective combination fixed (no combination
loops) and the model trained to predict 1000 times (1000 outer loops). This is done for the
whole set of genes from the respective gene lists in use; however, the same run/s is/are
submitted by leaving one (or more) genes out (also listed in the table below). The idea behind
this procedure is to find out how this affects predictive results. The files are stored in the
folder ‘1000_loops’ in ‘Runs’ from the repository [116].
For analysing these results, the code ‘1000_loops_analysis.py’ creates tables which are
summarised in the Appendix (Table C). Each subtable from Table 3.3 fits row wise to the
situation in the respective subtable from Table C – different runs with an increasing number
of leave-out genes may occur for some drugs because the previous leave-out run(s) did not
change R2 scores significantly. For reading and coding convenience, the standard runs
(marked with a ‘_full’ (or ‘_219’ for gene_list_219.csv) at the end of the ‘Run type’ column
entries in Table C – or for the folder names in the repository) with the respective full gene list
are included in all subtables, when applicable. If a standard run occurs in at least two
subtables, the underlying analysis is one single run – basically they are the same.
These 1000 loops runs reveal consistently lower R2 values for the standard full gene list runs
on average – but taking the standard deviations into account, the scores reported from the
underlying inner and outer loop runs (compare with the figures in A. Figures from the
Appendix or the 251 standard runs) usually lie within this range. A reason for this may be
that the analysis is sensitive towards the inner looping and the selection of the training set.
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Table 3.3: Summary for the drugs with their corresponding combination and algorithm
This table gives an overview of the 1000 loops runs equivalent with the results in Table C (Appendix) in its row
wise order – one row in this table corresponds to two rows (the second one representing the combination with
the full gene list) in the other table. The ‘_diagnostics.txt’ files (from the ‘Feature_importances’ folder [116])
contain information about the optimal parameter selection for each combination and outer loop (out of ten). The
selected mode is included in the ‘arguments.txt’ files in ‘1000_loops’ [116]. The red marked runs are not
submitted with the mode selection for the machine learning parameters due to problems with the Elastic Net
algorithm (no accurate predictions and feature importances – not shown); taking the mean of the parameter
values does also not work but taking an arbitrary selection of one outer loop works (0.1,0.1 for the Dabrafenib
case and 0.01,0.9 for the Nutlin-3a- case). BLM for Nutlin-3a- is not in the feature importance plots (Appendix)
but appears as an important feature after leaving out CNNM1 (see Table C); the same applies to GNA11 and
BTK for Fedratinib and to ATF2, BRAF (mutation, appears as gene expression), ATM and AR for Dabrafenib
for the RF runs.
Drug
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Nutlin-3aNutlin-3aNutlin-3aDabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Fedratinib
I-BET-762
Methotrexate
NG-25
Nutlin-3aNutlin-3aNutlin-3aPHA-793887
PIK-93
TL-1-85
TPCA-1

Combination
cnum:general gex:general mut:219
cnum:sig154 gex:radiation mut:general
cnum:radiation gex:radiation mut:MAPK
cnum:general gex:general mut:radiation *
mut:219
mut:general
gex:general mut:radiation *
gex:general mut:MAPK
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:sig154
gex:219 mut:rhodes
gex:219
gex:219 mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:219
gex:general mut:general
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:rhodes
gex:MTOR mut:rhodes
gex:219
gex:219 mut:rhodes

R2 score
0.38
0.37
0.38
0.37
0.25
0.27
0.28
0.44
0.46
0.23
0.29
0.24
0.22
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.30
0.25
0.25

Left-out gene(s)
mut:BRAF
mut:APAF1
mut:ARAF
mut:ATP2C1
mut:TP53
mut:CCND1
mut:CNNM1
mut:ARAF
mut:ATP2C1
gex:IKZF1
gex:IKZF1
gex:IKZF1
gex:BTK, IKZF1
mut:TP53
mut:CCND1
mut:CNNM1
gex:IKZF1, GNA11
gex:PIK3CG
gex:BTK, IKZF1, ABL1
gex:IKZF1

Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Nutlin-3aNutlin-3aDabrafenib
Dabrafenib
Fedratinib
I-BET-762
Nutlin-3aNutlin-3aTPCA-1

cnum:sig154 gex:radiation mut:general
cnum:radiation gex:radiation mut:MAPK
cnum:general gex:general mut:radiation
mut:general
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:general mut:MAPK
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:sig154
gex:219 mut:rhodes
gex:general mut:general
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:rhodes

0.37
0.38
0.37
0.27
0.28
0.44
0.46
0.23
0.29
0.25
0.24
0.25

mut:APAF1, BRAF
mut:ARAF, BRAF
mut:ATP2C1, BRAF
mut:CCND1, TP53
mut:CNNM1, BLM, TP53
mut:ARAF, ATF2
mut:ATP2C1, ATM
gex:IKZF1, GNA11
gex:IKZF1, BTK
mut:CCND1, TP53
mut:CNNM1, BLM, TP53
gex:IKZF1, BTK, GNA11

EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF

Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib
I-BET-762
Fedratinib

gex:general mut:MAPK
gex:general mut:radiation
gex:219 mut:rhodes
gex:219 mut:sig154

0.44
0.46
0.29
0.23

mut:ARAF, ATF2, BRAF
mut:ATP2C1, ATM, AR
gex:IKZF1, BTK, GNA11
gex:IKZF1, GNA11, BTK

RF
RF
RF
RF
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Feature importance(s)
28.81%
28.3%
29.27%
30.25%
93.07%
88.11%
44.54%
35.91%
33.68%
48.75%
68.20%
86.41%
59.8%, 31.2%
90.07%
88.5%
90.5%
53.97%, 6.09%
52.99%
21.82%, 16.28%, 12.48%
60.5%

Algorithm
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF

Fedratinib (3 different leave-out runs), PHA-793887 (one leave-out run) and TPCA-1 (two
leave-out runs) do not show any significant change in R2 scores. Interestingly, G Protein
Subunit Alpha 11 (GNA11) is the most important feature (gene expression) for Fedratinib
after leaving out IKZF1 – this gene does not show up in the feature importance plots, whereas
it does for PHA-793887 and TPCA-1 – GNA11 encodes a G protein (responsible for
transmembrane signalling) [178]. Mutations in this gene have been linked to uveal
melanoma, a type of eye cancer [179]. Besides Fedratinib, PHA-793887 and TPCA-1,
GNA11 appears for I-BET-762 as well (included in the feature importance plots). Another
gene that appears as the most important feature without being included in the feature
importance plots for Fedratinib is BTK; the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the gene
expression levels for IKZF1 and GNA11 (for the cell line set of Fedratinib) is -0.78, for
IKZF1 and BTK 0.77 (as for NG-25 in Table 3.2) and for GNA11 and BTK -0.65. For the
drugs where GNA11 appears (Table 3.3), IKZF1 shows up as well – even though they are
anti – correlated.
Another gene used as a leave-out gene that does not appear in the feature importance plots is
Bloom Syndrome RecQ Like Helicase (BLM) for Nutlin-3a- (mutation), a gene involved in
DNA replication, repair and the rare disease Bloom syndrome [180]. People with this disease
– caused by mutations in the BLM gene – have an increased risk of getting cancer, amongst
others [181]. It is worth noting that for Nutlin-3a-, BAX – a gene that plays a role in the
apoptosome in the apoptosis pathway (described in 1.2.2.6 Resisting cell death) – appears as
the second most important feature, but this time with type gene expression. The respective
run is ‘EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation’ (first leave out run by leaving out CNNM1). As Nutlin-3ainteracts with the TP53 pathway, BAX makes sense as an important feature. The second one
is MDM2 Proto-Oncogene (MDM2) and the actual target gene of Nutlin-3a- (more than 20%
importance); its overexpression is a characteristic of many cancers and regulated by p53
[182]. This gene appears for the Random Forest version ‘RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation’
(importance around 13%), as well. The correlations of the mutation features (CNNM1, TP53
and BLM) is almost zero for each pair; for gene expression (when taking TP53 into account
because of its role with MDM2 and BAX), the correlation coefficients follow via 0.43 for
MDM/BAX, 0.17 for MDM2/TP53 and 0.11 for BAX/TP53 – lower than expected.
ABL Proto-Oncogene 1, Non-Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (ABL1), one of the three leave-out
genes for TL-1-85 (besides BTK and IKZF1) is a protooncogene whose product plays a role
in central cell processes [183]. Its oncogenic property is linked to the development of
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leukaemia – most cell lines that react most sensitively to TL-1-85 are indeed blood cancer
cell lines [184]. The correlation coefficient for ABL1/IKZF1 is -0.14 and for ABL1/BTK 0.11, so there is no strong correlation at all in these gene expression levels.
Table C also includes a column header ‘KS Test’ where KS stands for Kolmogorov Smirnov
– in this setting, this test determines if the results come from different distributions. This
explains why the runs for PIK-93 and Methotrexate are stopped after the first leave-out run
since the p-value is small – a proof for leaving out the respective gene (IKZF1 for
Methotrexate and PIK3CG for PIK-93) leads to a reliable decrease in R2 scores. Analogous, a
second run for I-BET-762 is necessary since the p-value from the first run is relatively large
(or not small enough compared to the rest). For this drug, a third run is submitted to test how
this might effect R2 (as the R2 decrease is also not significant like for Methotrexate and PIK93). For the last run of I-BET-762, the R2 score does indeed decrease (again) and the p-value
as well; interestingly, CD79b Molecule (CD79B) – a gene associated with a B-cell antigen
[185] – shows up as the most important feature with an average importance of more than
50%, the same gene that appears as the second most important feature for the second run of
this drug (both gene expression). The second most important feature (gene expression) with
an average importance of more than 20% for the third run is Catenin Alpha 1 (CTNNA1), a
gene encoding a catenin important for cell adhesion which belongs to the hallmark of
activating invasion and metastasis [186]. This time, the correlation coefficients are more
significant, most of them showing anti correlations: -0.61 for IKZF1/CTNNA1, -0.78 for
IKZF1/GNA11, -0.5 for CD79B/CTNNA1, -0.49 for CD79B/GNA11 and 0.5 for
CTNNA1/GNA11.
For Methotrexate, C-X-C Motif Chemokine Receptor 4 (CXCR4) – encoding a chemokine
receptor (playing a role in the hallmark of activating invasion and metastasis, again), highly
expressed in breast cancer cells and a mutation biomarker for the WHIM syndrome [187] – is
the most important (gene expression) feature after leaving out IKZF1 with an average
importance of more than 50%, GNA11 representing the second most important one with an
importance of more than 20%, the same gene that is the most important one for NG-25 after
leaving out BTK and IKZF1 (almost 60% on average). CXCR4 shows up on the second rank
for the normal run (after IKZF1). It has been reported that CXCR4 inhibition drugs may treat
HER2 mutated breast cancer [188] and its overexpression is related to more than 23 cancers
[189]. IKZF1 and CXCR4 are correlated by a Pearson’s coefficient of 0.69, IKZF1 and
GNA11 by -0.78 and CXCR4 and GNA11 by -0.51.
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Lastly, Protein Kinase C Beta (PRKCB) is shown in Table C as the most importance feature
for PIK-93 after leaving out its target PIK3CG (more than 35%). Its product (a kinase)
phosphorylates different targets and its role is linked to B-cell activation and apoptosis
induction, amongst others [190]. PRKCB mutations (the feature importance is a gene
expression type here) have been linked to different human cancers and a study has reported a
link between PRKCB mutations (loss of function) and human colon cancer, where PRKCBinactivated cells have grown in a xenograft model; PRKCB has been associated as a tumour
suppressor rather than an oncogene [191]. These two genes are weakly correlated via a
coefficient of 0.46.
So far, for most of the runs, leaving out an important feature (or features) does indeed
decrease predictive scores – even though one must apply multiple runs with more leave-out
genes to get a KS p-value that is small and an R2 difference that can be considered as
significant. For a few runs (Fedratinib with GNA11 and BTK; Nutlin-3a- with BLM;
Dabrafenib (Random Forest) with ATF2, ATM, AR and BRAF (mutation instead of gene
expression)), some leave-out genes that occur in the respective previous run do not show up
in the feature importance plots. Some new genes (that do not appear in the plots) for specific
drugs appear as well but are not further investigated (last runs). As shown, for Fedratinib,
PHA-793887 and TPCA-1 there is no significant change in R2 scores at all – even though the
KS test reveals different underlying distributions. For the Random Forest run of Dabrafenib
‘RF_Dabrafenib_radiation’, no significant decrease in R2 scores is achieved, as well. For all
the other runs, the predictive score decrease is reasonable, especially for the other Dabrafenib
runs and Nutlin-3a-. Be aware that the full gene list ‘general’ includes APAF1, BRAF
(relevant for Dabrafenib) and CCND1 and TP53 (relevant for Nutlin-3a-); ‘MAPK’ includes
ARAF and BRAF (relevant for Dabrafenib); ‘219’ includes TP53 (relevant for Nutlin-3a-);
‘radiation’ includes APAF1, BRAF and ATP2C1 (relevant for Dabrafenib) and the whole set
of mutation genes for Nutlin-3a-. Interestingly, APAF1 does not show up for the second run
‘EN_Dabrafenib_radiation’ (corresponding to ‘cnum:general gex:general mut:radiation’ in
Table 3.3, second subtable) and CCND1 also does not appear for the second analogous runs
‘EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation’ and ‘RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation’ (corresponding to ‘gex:general
mut:radiation’ in Table 3.3 for both algorithm types, second subtable). For Random Forest,
APAF1 does also not appear across the ‘RF_Dabrafenib_radiation’ runs. The KS test gives a
p-value of 0.88 in the third subtable, meaning that leaving out ATP2C1, ATM and AR does
not lead to any remarkable change. The R2 scores for the Random Forest runs of Dabrafenib
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are also high compared to the rest and the underlying result from the feature importance plots
(around 0.4). These observations underline the fact that the results are sensitive to the inner
and outer looping process.
Activating Transcription Factor 2 (ATF2) encodes a protein that plays a role as a
transcription factor and probably is involved in DNA damage response mechanisms [192]. It
appears as the most important feature after leaving out ARAF for the run
‘RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK’. It has been reported that its overexpression is related to renal cell
carcinoma [193] and that it plays a role in tumorigenesis [194]. For the other Random Forest
Dabrafenib run type, ATM Serine/Threonine Kinase (ATM) appears as the most important
feature from the very beginning, even for the standard run and interacts via phosphorylation
in the cell cycle as a kinase [195]. Mutations in this gene may lead to the ataxia
telangiectasia syndrome with an increased risk of getting different cancers [196]. After
leaving it out, Androgen Receptor (AR) appears as the most important feature where the R2
score does not significantly change; this gene encodes a protein which is a transcription factor
activated by steroid-hormones [197]. Known for its link to prostate cancer [198], it also has
been reported to play a role in breast cancer [199], two gender specific cancer types. The
analysis of this run stops here, since no significant decrease in R2 scores is measurable. The
explanation for the high feature importances may lie in the idea that many genes contribute to
a non-linear relationship Random Forest is able to use in predicting cell line sensitivity.
Before finishing this section, BCL2 Related Protein A1 (BCL2A1) is worth noting since it
appears (as a gene expression type) most of the times for the Random Forest Dabrafenib
setting as the second most important feature with a notable importance (between 15-20%)
and for the last run of ‘RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK’ it is the most important feature (25.72%). As
this gene is related to the process of apoptosis and tumorigenesis, its role in predicting
sensitivity, together with the previous ones, seems reasonable [200]. For the last run of
‘RF_Dabrafenib_radiation’, where no difference in R2 is reported and the KS test results in
no significant distinction, ATPase 13A1 (ATP13A1) which serves as a metabolic protein
responsible for manganese transport to the endoplasmic reticulum and related to Parkinson’s
disease appears as the most important (mutation) feature with an importance of more than
33% [201]. How this fits into the whole picture of the other genes and the Dabrafenib
pathway is unknown. These genes (mutation features) are not correlated with each other and
with the ones listed in Table 3.2 for Dabrafenib – for details, refer to the file
‘corr_mut_Dabrafenib.txt’ [116].
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3.4 Single gene list runs
The last analysis of this thesis includes five runs with one single union gene list; the five
drugs are 5-Fluorouracil, Dabrafenib, Methotrexate, Navitoclax and Trametinib – refer to the
folder ‘Single_gene_list’ in ‘Runs’ from the repository [116]. The respective union gene list
(with unique genes) sums all gene lists from the runs from the gene list looping. All three
feature type files (copy number alteration, gene expression and mutation) are involved. Table
D

(Appendix)

sums

up

the

results

of

this

analysis

and

is

created

via

‘One_gene_list_analysis.py’.
The highest results are almost equal for all the drugs across the algorithms (comparing with
the feature importance plots; be aware of copy number alteration feature combinations for the
one gene list runs, which do not consistently apply to the previous runs to compare to;
additionally, note that the RBF results are compared to the respective csv files from the
repository [116] – for Dabrafenib and Navitoclax, the underlying RBF csv files are taken
from the feature importance runs (where copy number alteration is included) and for the other
three drugs these files are taken from the 251 set of runs), apart from Dabrafenib and
Trametinib: For all algorithms, the highest R2 score significantly drops (0.46 to 0.34 for RF,
0.38 to 0.29 for EN and 0.36 to 0.24 for the RBF SVM) for Dabrafenib; on the other hand,
Trametinib shows similar drops for RF (0.31 to 0.27) and EN (0.32 to 0.27). For the RBF
SVM, the highest R2 score for Trametinib has not changed by the same magnitudes.
In this setting, only one score is reasonably higher compared to the gene list looping case:
The highest RBF score for 5-Fluorouracil is 0.26 compared to 0.22 in the previous analysis.
All other highest scores across the drugs and algorithms that have not been mentioned are
approximately equal.
The feature importances of the one gene list runs (refer to the respective csv files ending with
‘_Analysis.csv’ to get more information about the feature importances) show similarities with
the feature importances from the plots in the Appendix for 5-Fluorouracil/RF and
Methotrexate/RF and mutated BRAF appears for Dabrafenib (both RF and EN), as well. For
the rest, the feature importances do not seem similar; especially for Navitoclax/RF where
DNM1 and E2F2 (gene expression) are important features in the plots, this analysis yields
BCL2 as an important feature (around 14% for the highest R2).
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4 Discussion
For 35 drug datasets, R2 scores of at least 0.2 are achieved using the CLA software. In
addition, insights into feature importances reveal different genes with no clear relation to the
specific drug (for instance IKZF1 for multiple drugs). One reason might be that some of these
genes differentiate the dataset so that the machine learning algorithm can perform better.
Still, some results showed expected relations, like BRAF and ARAF mutations for
Dabrafenib, PIK3CG gene expression levels for PIK-93 and TP53 mutations for Nutlin-3a-.
MDM2 gene expression levels appear for Nutlin-3a- in the leave-out runs, the gene this drug
is targeted for.
Another finding from the feature importance analysis is – as supposed in the 251 runs setting
– that gene expression features clearly outperform mutation and copy number features across
the algorithms and most of the drugs. It can be concluded that gene expression should be used
for building predictive models as they contain relevant protein-based information that plays a
role in cancer pathways.
For the baseline four drug datasets introduced in this thesis, only Trametinib results in
acceptable R2 scores. Nevertheless, the dataset for Bleomycin50uM breaks the 0.2 R2
threshold what might be a hint that differences in dosage lead to better predictability. Since
most of the drugs are not predictable at all, this idea may serve as a suggestion to increase
experimental data quality for making better predictions. Considering recommendation
systems for real clinic patients, toxicity must be considered because cell lines will react more
sensitive towards higher doses of a given drug.
The radiation dataset does not reach the 0.2 R2 score, but it is close to it and due to its own
data type origin, it is also considered in the feature importance analysis. Interestingly, copy
number alteration features are used more often compared to the other runs with included copy
number alteration. This finding may be explained by the quality of the data which is
continuous for this dataset (as gene expression). The double mapping of the copy number
alteration data for the cancerrxgene datasets probably is the cause for the insignificant results
for this feature type by leaving out information.
The reasons for many low R2 scores across most of the drugs may be one or the interplay
with at least two of the following: The sample size is too small (probable), the focus is on the
wrong genes (improbable), the real function that describes the biology is too complex
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(probable) or the data is just too noisy, there is no relation at all (neutral). The ideal dataset
would not consist of less than 1000 cell lines; instead, it would consist of (tens/ hundreds) of
thousands of cell lines which probably would give rise to more statistical significance. Under
this circumstance, the machine learning algorithms would be able to learn on larger datasets
and make more accurate predictions. From the present point of perspective, this approach is
daunting as such an experimental setup would be immense in its costs and effort.
Another way of improving R2 scores is the utilisation of higher quality datasets. It is probable
that the copy number alteration information for the drugs is not expressed in a good
‘learnable’ manner for the machine learning algorithms. Nevertheless, this hypothetical
increase could be small as the results for the radiation dataset suggest. But it is difficult to
draw such a conclusion based on one dataset, that is why this point remains unclear. Similar
to this idea is the exploitation of more precise mutation data related to gene expression since
mutations can have different effects on the protein end product. The eight categorical
mutation data used in this thesis did not show any significance in better R2 scores, a finding
that underlines the idea of precise mutational data. Notwithstanding, mutation data might not
show the whole information: Gene expression can be influenced by epigenetic changes that
would not appear in a mutation dataset. The cancerrxgene datasets include methylation data
which was not used in this thesis – its usage may increase predictive scores.
Addressing the mathematical function issue, a new machine learning algorithm is proposed:
Random Subset Elastic Net (RSEN). The motivation behind this algorithm is the idea of
combining different mutation levels for different genes (Boolean, mutated or not) may lead to
a linear relation between gene expression and AUC values for mutationally selected subtsets.
For further details, refer to the Appendix (C. RSEN). Currently, the algorithm is in the
development stage.
There have been different attempts to predict cancer cell line sensitivity but the results
reported here are difficult to compare with the literature. The approach described and used
throughout this thesis uses the specific CLA design with the Monte Carlo Cross Validation,
where a fraction of the data serves as hold-out data from the beginning of each outer loop and
each drug is analysed separately. Another characteristic of the thesis’ underlying approach is
the utilisation of biological pre-knowledge for feature selection and the y-values to predict
which are AUC values. AUC is chosen throughout this thesis because it depends on the entire
dose-response curve and expresses sensitivity/ resistance more accurately than IC50; given
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IC50, no information can be obtained on how the underlying cell line reacts to more dose.
Many other approaches use IC50 values to predict with a variety of machine learning
algorithms [202] [203] [204] [205] which makes comparisons difficult. Additionally, multi
drug datasets are used to predict [202] [203] sensitivity which make a comparison even
harder. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are reported (between the real response value and
the predicted one; for IC50) and as an example, Random Forest performed with an r of 0.3
when predicting new cell lines for existing drugs for the same underlying cancer cell line
dataset as used in this thesis [203]. By not looking at the whole dataset from the very
beginning, using biological pre-knowledge and focussing on single drugs, this thesis’
approach is very clear by avoiding any biases that may arise when using the whole dataset
and pre-process it by statistical feature selection methods.
One approach from the literature seems sophisticated using a gene expression dataset of
almost 700 cell lines for 138 drugs, train Ridge Regression models on it while using whole
genome gene expression data after pre-processing and predict on patient tumour sample data
(IC50). As this clinical data is not normalised to the cell line screening data, a transformation
using different techniques is undergone (like using genes that appear in both datasets, leave
out genes with no significant variation in gene expression, power transforming response
values and more); some of them are necessary since the datasets are not scaled to each other
but this approach still is different than holding out the data to predict from the very beginning
until the end when the prediction is made. The reported results are given as AUC
(classification) and different correlation coefficients – an AUC of 0.81 for 24 breast cancer
patient samples where seven patients are predicted to be sensitive compared to six from the
original underlying dataset included in the predicted ones. This is equal to a precision of
almost 0.86 and a recall of one, the underlying drug is Docetaxel. On the other side, a
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.35 is reported in this setting and one of 0.32 for
Cisplatin on another breast cancer cell line dataset with 24 samples, as well [205]. It is worth
noting that transforming the response values might be a way to increase the reported R 2
results of this thesis, be it a power transform, a log transform or another kind of transform.
Based on the work of this thesis, a step towards a recommendation system could be taken by
using the parameter and gene list selection for the higher performing drugs for given
combinations, train on the whole cell line dataset with each model (across the algorithms) and
suggest recommendations based on the final predictive scores using an ensemble result
between the used algorithms. For that, a drug dose threshold might be considered and
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depending on the respective AUC/ how many cell lines die, the new sample to predict would
be classified as sensitive or resistant. It is desirable if gene expression and mutation
screenings of the same datatype as used for the cell lines were available for new hold-out data
samples so that a prediction and recommendation can be done with no data type issues.
Another desirable point is the usage of a dosage threshold reported to be below known toxic
effects in real patients to meet the requirement for toxic side effects as suggested in a
previous publication [206]; the problem that might arise is that the dose ranges for the cell
line experiments are different and that the in vitro and in vivo world cannot be compared to
each other in this setting. Nevertheless, the issue of getting higher R2 scores should be
addressed as discussed in the beginning of this chapter.
Besides machine learning and theoretical approaches, an experimental approach may lead to
success for a recommendation system in the clinical setting: BH3 profiling. The mechanism
behind this profiling technique lies in mimicking the BH3 domain of BCL2 family members
(with peptides) after drug exposure so that mitochondrial permeability changes might be
measured since this is a critical point for the initiation of apoptosis [207] [208]. The
advantage of this is the utilisation of living tumour cells taken from an individual patient
which are exposed to a selection of drugs; in an hour to day time frame, the mitochondrial
permeability changes are measured to give a recommendation on a specific drug or even
combinations of drugs (as apoptosis is initiated). This technique has been tested on different
human tumour cell lines and in a mouse melanoma allograft setting where correlations
between priming (permeabilization of the mitochondrial membrane) and cell death have been
reported [208].
The search and implementation for a cancer patient drug recommendation system continues
and the answer may lie in the computational setting, experimental setting or in a combination
of both where the final recommendation may be determined by a weighted result of the
computed predictions and the ones from an experimental setting like BH3 profiling. In the
end, all these approaches face the problem of tumour heterogeneity, where somatic cancer
cell evolution can lead to resistance to a given therapy. Thus, prevention and early detection
remain crucial steps in the fight against cancer.
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R2 < 0
FTI-277 - EN - -0.0034
Bexarotene - RBF - -0.0001
UNC1215 - EN - -0.0033
SB505124 - EN - -0.0025
NSC-87877 - EN - -0.0026
Zibotentan - EN - -0.0019
NU7441 - EN - -0.0027
Bicalutamide - EN - -0.0029
IOX2 - RBF - -0.0026
Doramapimod - RBF - -0.0004
XMD15-27 - EN - -0.0025
SL0101 - RBF - -0.0024
FMK - RBF - -0.0001
GSK1904529A - RBF - -0.0022
JNKInhibitorVIII - RBF - -0.0006
SGC0946 - RBF - -0.0008
Selisistat - RBF - -0.0004
GSK319347A - RBF - -0.0074
Seliciclib - RBF - -0.0017

R2 ∈ [0, 0.025)
Quizartinib - RF - 0.0232
Tipifarnib - RBF - 0.0215
PD173074 - RF - 0.0157
Paclitaxel - RF - 0.0133
S-Trityl-L-cysteine - RBF - 0.023
QS11 - EN - 0.011
GSK650394 - EN - 0.0203
FR-180204 - RBF - 0.0149
GNF-2 - RBF - 0.0082
XAV939 - RBF - 0.0148
XMD11-85h - RBF - 0.0023
CGP-082996 - RBF - 0.0071
CCT-018159 - RBF - 0.0237
Pyrimethamine - EN - 0.0102
HG-5-88-01 - RBF - 0.0225
rTRAIL - EN - 0.0077
A-443654 - RBF - 0.017
Tamoxifen - EN - 0.0047
Avagacestat - RBF - 0.0178
KU-55933 - RBF - 0.0214
Ruxolitinib - RBF - 0.0208
GW-2580 - RBF - 0.0029
LFM-A13 - RBF - 0.0003
VX-702 - EN - 0.0183
XMD8-92 - RBF - 0.0127
KIN001-236 - RBF - 0.0221
CP724714 - EN - 0.018
AS601245 - EN - 0.0137
Imatinib - RBF - 0.0195
Motesanib - RBF - 0.0156
Vismodegib - RBF - 0.0245
Parthenolide - RBF - 0.0111
PF-562271 - RBF - 0.0012
Bryostatin1 - EN - 0.0048
Wee1Inhibitor - EN - 0.006
Lenalidomide - RBF - 0.0115
Tivozanib - EN - 0.0156
GW441756 - RBF - 0.0018
SB216763 - RBF - 0.0105
CCT007093 - RBF - 0.0098
EHT-1864 - RBF - 0.0152
PF-4708671 - RBF - 0.0018
PHA-665752 - RBF - 0.0028
Veliparib - RBF - 0.0027
Salubrinal - RBF - 0.0192
Cyclopamine - RBF - 0.0046

R2 ∈ [0.025, 0.050)
Sepantroniumbromide - RF - 0.0499
Thapsigargin - RF - 0.0491
Shikonin - RF - 0.0486
Mitomycin-C - RF - 0.0477
Vinorelbine - RF - 0.0455
JNK-9L - RBF - 0.0449
Doxorubicin - RF - 0.0396
Crizotinib - RF - 0.0387
T0901317 - EN - 0.049
MG-132 - EN - 0.049
Sorafenib - EN - 0.0361
Embelin - RBF - 0.0368
Rapamycin - EN - 0.0333
EpothiloneB - EN - 0.0364
BMS-509744 - EN - 0.0341
BI-2536 - RBF - 0.0375
Pazopanib - RBF - 0.0392
SB52334 - RBF - 0.0481
MK-2206 - EN - 0.0375
JQ12 - EN - 0.027
Amuvatinib - EN - 0.0361
Rucaparib - RBF - 0.0352
JQ1 - EN - 0.0411
Serdemetan - EN - 0.0309
WHI-P97 - RBF - 0.0378
KIN001-266 - RBF - 0.0353
Lapatinib - EN - 0.0321
Temozolomide - RBF - 0.0336
KIN001-270 - RBF - 0.0413
Cetuximab - EN - 0.0269
CHIR-99021 - RBF - 0.0497
Olaparib - RBF - 0.0285
WZ-1-84 - RBF - 0.0295
RO-3306 - RBF - 0.047
Linifanib - RBF - 0.0267
STF-62247 - EN - 0.0351
Saracatinib - RBF - 0.0463
Z-LLNle-CHO - RBF - 0.0393
XMD14-99 - RBF - 0.0414
CMK - RBF - 0.0283

R2 ∈ [0.050, 0.075)
QL-XII-47 - RF - 0.072
OSU-03012 - RBF - 0.0717
Luminespib - RF - 0.0685
GW843682X - RF - 0.0684
Entinostat - RF - 0.0586
QL-VIII-58 - RBF - 0.0612
Idelalisib - RBF - 0.0734
Dacinostat - RBF - 0.0622
Alectinib - RBF - 0.0542
CGP-60474 - RBF - 0.0651
Axitinib - RBF - 0.0621
Tozasertib - EN - 0.06
UNC0638 - EN - 0.0674
AZD6482 - RBF - 0.0615
Pictilisib - RBF - 0.0521
GSK269962A - EN - 0.0703
PFI-1 - RBF - 0.0523
Cisplatin - RBF - 0.0545
NSC-207895 - EN - 0.0536
Tretinoin - RBF - 0.0725
OSI-930 - EN - 0.0513
GSK429286A - EN - 0.0599
PAC-1 - RBF - 0.0599
ZM447439 - RBF - 0.0717
BMS-536924 - RBF - 0.0521
TGX221 - EN - 0.0607
VNLG124 - RBF - 0.0748

R2 ∈ [0.075, 0.1)
Bortezomib - RF - 0.0998
FH535 - RF - 0.0895
ZG-10 - EN - 0.0914
Etoposide - RBF - 0.0959
WH-4-023 - RBF - 0.0854
Bleomycin - RBF - 0.0837
Gemcitabine - RBF - 0.0855
ObatoclaxMesylate - RBF - 0.0757
BMS-754807 - EN - 0.0863
A-770041 - EN - 0.0854
JW-7-52-1 - RBF - 0.0804
Piperlongumine - RBF - 0.0983
Bosutinib - RBF - 0.0902
Enzastaurin - RBF - 0.0821
Gefitinib - RBF - 0.0867
KIN001-260 - EN - 0.0837
Pevonedistat - EN - 0.0908
BAY-61-3606 - RBF - 0.0775
Cabozantinib - RBF - 0.0805
Sunitinib - EN - 0.0801
Linsitinib - EN - 0.0951
Midostaurin - RBF - 0.0885
Erlotinib - EN - 0.0761
QL-XII-61 - RBF - 0.084
TAK-715 - EN - 0.0919

R2 ∈ [0.1, 0.125)
SB590885 - RF - 0.1088
TW37 - RBF - 0.1091
Pelitinib - RBF - 0.124
IPA-3 - RBF - 0.1182
Y-39983 - RBF - 0.1165
AS605240 - RBF - 0.1186
HG-5-113-01 - RBF - 0.1244
BX796 - RBF - 0.1138
BIX02189 - EN - 0.1077
VX-11e - EN - 0.1169
XMD8-85 - RBF - 0.1019

R2 ∈ [0.125, 0.150)
NVP-TAE684 - RF - 0.1468
Omipalisib - RF - 0.1418
Phenformin - RBF - 0.1452
WIKI4 - RBF - 0.1414
Belinostat - RF - 0.1361
Vinblastine - RBF - 0.1463
Dactolisib - RBF - 0.1302
KIN001-244 - EN - 0.1337
Cytarabine - RBF - 0.1321
SN-38 - EN - 0.1445
Masitinib - RBF - 0.1256
PLX-4720 - RBF - 0.1424
HG6-64-1 - RBF - 0.1462
Elesclomol - RBF - 0.1494
QL-XI-92 - EN - 0.1424
GSK690693 - RBF - 0.1335
TubastatinA - EN - 0.1441
Palbociclib - RBF - 0.142
BMS-345541 - RBF - 0.1397
YK-4-279 - RBF - 0.1326
TL-2-105 - RBF - 0.1273

R2 ∈ [0.150, 0.175)
GenentechCpd10 - RBF - 0.1699
AZD8055 - RBF - 0.1625
AZD7762 - RF - 0.1565
DMOG - RBF - 0.1743
CUDC-101 - RF - 0.1534
Camptothecin - EN - 0.1512
Temsirolimus - RBF - 0.1609
MPS-1-IN-1 - RBF - 0.1588
YM201636 - RBF - 0.1555
Talazoparib - RBF - 0.1723
Ponatinib - RBF - 0.1676

B. Tables

Table A.1: Individual datasets sorted by their R2 interval.
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Table A.2: Individual datasets sorted by their R2 interval – continued.
R2 ∈ [0.175, 0.2)
R2 ∈ [0.2, 0.225)
ZSTK474 - RF - 0.193
5Z-7-Oxozeaenol - RF - 0.2201
Docetaxel - RBF - 0.1956
Daporinad - RBF - 0.2223
Dasatinib - RBF - 0.1853
CAY10603 - RF - 0.2139
Radiation - RBF - 0.1786
5-Fluorouracil - RBF - 0.221
IspinesibMesylate - RF - 0.1756 OSI-027 - RBF - 0.202
Lestauritinib - RBF - 0.1878
JW-7-24-1 - EN - 0.2191
AR-42 - RBF - 0.1858
CP466722 - RBF - 0.2034
QL-X-138 - RBF - 0.1811
AZ628 - EN - 0.2113
XMD13-2 - RBF - 0.1786
Tanespimycin - RBF - 0.2092
AICARibonucleotide - RBF - 0.2037
Afatinib - RBF - 0.2114

R2 ∈ [0.225, 0.250)
AKTinhibitorVIII - RF - 0.2316
TL-1-85 - RBF - 0.2491
Fedratinib - RF - 0.23
THZ-2-102-1 - RBF - 0.2312
WZ3105 - RF - 0.2261
Methotrexate - RBF - 0.233
NG-25 - RBF - 0.2378
THZ-2-49 - EN - 0.2352
PD0325901 - EN - 0.2382
CI-1040 - RBF - 0.2333
Nilotinib - RBF - 0.2325

R2 ∈ [0.250, 0.275)
Nutlin-3a- - EN - 0.2724
PI-103 - RF - 0.2503
AT-7519 - RBF - 0.261
Vorinostat - EN - 0.2532
SNX-2112 - RBF - 0.2559
CX-5461 - RBF - 0.256

R2 ∈ [0.275, 0.3)
PHA-793887 - EN - 0.2926
Bleomycin50uM - EN - 0.2879
Selumetinib - RBF - 0.2925
GSK1070916 - RBF - 0.2855
Refametinib - EN - 0.2906

R2 ∈ [0.3, 0.325)
R2 ∈ [0.325, 0.350)
R2 ∈ [0.425, 0.450)
PIK-93 - RF - 0.3148
Navitoclax - EN - 0.3435 Dabrafenib - RF - 0.4378
NVP-BHG712 - RF - 0.3115 Trametinib - EN - 0.3278
NPK76-II-72-1 - RBF - 0.306
BX-912 - RF - 0.3
TPCA-1 - RBF - 0.3156
I-BET-762 - RBF - 0.3126
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Table B.1: Mono feature analysis
This table is created via the code ‘gex_mut_cnum_combos.py’; the RBF column is calculated with the data from
the first set of runs (3.2 Standard runs for the 251 datasets) because the feature importance runs (3.3.1 Runs for
the 35 drugs with an R2 of at least 0.2 and the radiation dataset) focus on Random Forest and Elastic Net. For
the special copy number alteration feature file runs for Dabrafenib and Navitoclax, RBF is included in the
feature importance runs and thus in ‘Feature_importances’ in the repository. To create the table below, the
respective RBF result files were manually moved to the folder of the 251 standard runs to include the copy
number alteration feature type.
Random Forest average R 2
score ± SD
Drug
gex
mut
cnum
5-Fluorouracil
0.13±0.04 -0.01±0.01
5Z-7-Oxozeaenol 0.16±0.03 0.05±0.06
AKTinhibitorVIII 0.17±0.03 -0.01±0.00
AT-7519
0.19±0.04 0.01±0.02
AZ628
0.06±0.03 0.03±0.08
BX-912
0.20±0.04 -0.01±0.02
Bleomycin50uM 0.20±0.04 0.00±0.01
CAY10603
0.16±0.02 0.00±0.01
CI-1040
0.06±0.04 0.05±0.06
Dabrafenib
0.08±0.05 0.17±0.14 -0.01±0.03
Daporinad
0.16±0.03 -0.01±0.01
Fedratinib
0.16±0.03 -0.01±0.01
GSK1070916
0.20±0.05 -0.02±0.01
I-BET-762
0.19±0.03 0.00±0.01
JW-7-24-1
0.14±0.01 0.00±0.01
Methotrexate
0.17±0.05 0.00±0.01
Navitoclax
0.26±0.05 -0.01±0.01 0.07±0.01
NG-25
0.13±0.05 -0.01±0.01
NPK76-II-72-1 0.24±0.04 0.00±0.01
NVP-BHG712
0.18±0.06 -0.01±0.01
Nutlin-3a-0.01±0.16 0.12±0.13
PD0325901
0.12±0.03 0.05±0.06
PHA-793887
0.20±0.01 0.00±0.01
PI-103
0.17±0.01 0.00±0.02
PIK-93
0.24±0.02 0.00±0.01
Radiation
0.09±0.03 -0.01±0.01 0.06±0.03
Refametinib
0.16±0.04 0.09±0.08
SNX-2112
0.18±0.01 0.00±0.01
Selumetinib
0.16±0.03 0.06±0.07
THZ-2-102-1
0.18±0.03 -0.01±0.01
THZ-2-49
0.16±0.02 -0.01±0.01
TL-1-85
0.14±0.07 -0.01±0.01
TPCA-1
0.22±0.02 0.00±0.01
Trametinib
0.21±0.04 0.06±0.06 0.03±0.02
Vorinostat
0.20±0.02 -0.01±0.01
WZ3105
0.16±0.03 0.00±0.01

Elastic Net average
± SD
gex
mut
0.16±0.03 -0.01±0.00
0.15±0.02 0.06±0.06
0.18±0.04 -0.01±0.01
0.21±0.05 -0.01±0.01
0.09±0.04 0.01±0.07
0.21±0.03 0.00±0.01
0.21±0.06 0.00±0.00
0.15±0.02 0.00±0.02
0.13±0.03 0.05±0.06
0.18±0.05 0.17±0.14
0.16±0.00 -0.01±0.00
0.18±0.00 0.00±0.01
0.19±0.03 -0.01±0.00
0.24±0.05 0.00±0.01
0.14±0.03 0.00±0.01
0.19±0.02 0.00±0.00
0.26±0.07 -0.01±0.00
0.17±0.04 0.00±0.01
0.25±0.02 -0.01±0.01
0.21±0.05 0.00±0.01
0.12±0.08 0.14±0.14
0.16±0.03 0.06±0.06
0.23±0.04 0.00±0.01
0.17±0.03 0.00±0.01
0.24±0.04 0.00±0.02
0.10±0.06 0.00±0.01
0.20±0.03 0.07±0.07
0.21±0.03 -0.01±0.00
0.21±0.03 0.07±0.07
0.19±0.03 0.00±0.00
0.16±0.04 -0.01±0.00
0.16±0.03 -0.01±0.01
0.26±0.05 0.00±0.01
0.22±0.06 0.07±0.06
0.20±0.04 -0.01±0.01
0.17±0.02 0.00±0.01
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R 2 score RBF SVM Average R 2 score
± SD
cnum
gex
mut
cnum
0.18±0.04 0.03±0.05
0.17±0.02 0.04±0.05
0.20±0.02 0.04±0.05
0.22±0.05 0.04±0.03
0.13±0.04 0.00±0.03
0.22±0.02 0.06±0.09
0.22±0.03 0.05±0.06
0.16±0.02 0.05±0.06
0.18±0.04 0.04±0.04
0.05±0.02 0.20±0.05 0.10±0.09 0.02±0.01
0.18±0.02 0.03±0.05
0.19±0.02 0.03±0.05
0.18±0.08 0.02±0.04
0.28±0.01 0.07±0.08
0.16±0.03 0.04±0.07
0.19±0.03 0.03±0.04
0.08±0.02 0.26±0.03 0.08±0.12 0.04±0.02
0.21±0.03 0.03±0.04
0.28±0.01 0.05±0.07
0.25±0.04 0.03±0.05
0.14±0.06 0.05±0.08
0.19±0.03 0.04±0.05
0.24±0.03 0.06±0.07
0.18±0.04 0.04±0.06
0.27±0.02 0.05±0.07
0.05±0.04 0.11±0.04 0.06±0.06 0.09±0.04
0.24±0.04 0.06±0.06
0.20±0.01 0.05±0.05
0.24±0.04 0.05±0.08
0.20±0.03 0.05±0.06
0.19±0.02 0.02±0.04
0.19±0.06 0.03±0.04
0.29±0.02 0.05±0.06
0.05±0.02 0.23±0.04 0.12±0.09 0.05±0.02
0.23±0.02 0.06±0.09
0.17±0.02 0.03±0.04

Table B.2: Mono feature analysis (underlying data from the first 251 sets of runs)

Random Forest average R 2 Elastic Net average R 2 score
score ± SD
± SD
Drug
5-Fluorouracil
5Z-7-Oxozeaenol
AKTinhibitorVIII
AT-7519
AZ628
BX-912
Bleomycin50uM
CAY10603
CI-1040
Dabrafenib
Daporinad
Fedratinib
GSK1070916
I-BET-762
JW-7-24-1
Methotrexate
Navitoclax
NG-25
NPK76-II-72-1
NVP-BHG712
Nutlin-3aPD0325901
PHA-793887
PI-103
PIK-93
Radiation
Refametinib
SNX-2112
Selumetinib
THZ-2-102-1
THZ-2-49
TL-1-85
TPCA-1
Trametinib
Vorinostat
WZ3105

gex
0.15±0.04
0.13±0.02
0.19±0.02
0.19±0.01
0.04±0.05
0.21±0.03
0.20±0.02
0.17±0.01
0.08±0.03
0.11±0.08
0.16±0.03
0.16±0.03
0.18±0.03
0.23±0.02
0.14±0.01
0.15±0.03
0.28±0.04
0.13±0.06
0.25±0.01
0.21±0.08
0.04±0.11
0.12±0.03
0.22±0.03
0.16±0.02
0.25±0.04
0.11±0.02
0.18±0.03
0.18±0.03
0.17±0.01
0.17±0.02
0.17±0.03
0.14±0.04
0.24±0.03
0.21±0.05
0.22±0.01
0.18±0.02

mut
cnum
gex
mut
cnum
0.05±0.04
0.16±0.03 0.03±0.03
0.08±0.06
0.16±0.01 0.08±0.07
0.07±0.06
0.19±0.02 0.06±0.06
0.08±0.06
0.21±0.03 0.05±0.04
0.00±0.03
0.11±0.02 0.02±0.05
0.07±0.06
0.22±0.02 0.07±0.07
0.06±0.06
0.24±0.03 0.06±0.08
0.09±0.07
0.17±0.01 0.08±0.06
0.04±0.04
0.14±0.03 0.05±0.05
0.13±0.15
0.17±0.04 0.13±0.12
0.07±0.06
0.16±0.03 0.04±0.05
0.07±0.08
0.18±0.02 0.05±0.06
0.03±0.04
0.21±0.03 0.03±0.04
0.10±0.07
0.25±0.03 0.08±0.06
0.06±0.06
0.16±0.04 0.05±0.04
0.06±0.06
0.20±0.03 0.06±0.06
0.09±0.09
0.26±0.04 0.07±0.08
0.05±0.06
0.19±0.02 0.06±0.06
0.10±0.09
0.26±0.02 0.07±0.08
0.03±0.05
0.24±0.03 0.06±0.06
0.07±0.15
0.14±0.07 0.09±0.12
0.06±0.04
0.18±0.03 0.06±0.05
0.08±0.05
0.23±0.02 0.07±0.06
0.08±0.07
0.16±0.02 0.06±0.05
0.10±0.07
0.25±0.02 0.09±0.06
0.05±0.06 0.08±0.02 0.06±0.03 0.06±0.06 0.04±0.01
0.09±0.06
0.22±0.04 0.08±0.07
0.09±0.06
0.19±0.03 0.07±0.06
0.07±0.03
0.22±0.05 0.07±0.06
0.08±0.08
0.18±0.02 0.07±0.07
0.07±0.07
0.19±0.04 0.03±0.04
0.03±0.04
0.17±0.02 0.04±0.05
0.10±0.09
0.25±0.02 0.09±0.08
0.16±0.07 0.03±0.01 0.21±0.05 0.15±0.07 0.06±0.01
0.10±0.10
0.21±0.03 0.08±0.09
0.05±0.04
0.18±0.03 0.04±0.05
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Average R2 score ± SD
0.00±0.17
0.15±0.16
0.32±0.10
0.33±0.10
0.32±0.09
0.32±0.09
0.32±0.09
0.31±0.10
-0.00±0.02
0.22±0.07
0.22±0.06
0.22±0.07
0.25±0.07
0.25±0.07
0.39±0.13
0.39±0.13
0.38±0.14
0.39±0.13
0.19±0.07
0.19±0.08
0.25±0.08
0.26±0.08
0.18±0.06
0.21±0.09
0.15±0.06
0.19±0.10
-0.03±0.09
0.22±0.07
0.23±0.07
0.23±0.07
0.23±0.07
0.23±0.07
0.22±0.07
0.21±0.08
0.25±0.08
0.27±0.08
0.12±0.14
0.20±0.14
0.25±0.07
0.24±0.09
0.19±0.08
0.33±0.10
0.19±0.07
0.32±0.09
0.19±0.07
0.31±0.10
-0.00±0.01
0.22±0.07
0.18±0.06
0.25±0.07
0.40±0.12
0.39±0.13
0.38±0.13
0.39±0.13
0.18±0.07
0.19±0.08
0.23±0.08
0.26±0.08
0.15±0.06
0.23±0.07
0.15±0.06
0.23±0.07
0.25±0.06
0.24±0.09
0.19±0.14
0.39±0.13
0.39±0.13
0.39±0.13
0.19±0.06
0.19±0.08
0.21±0.06
0.26±0.08

Run type
EN_Dabrafenib_218
EN_Dabrafenib_219
EN_Dabrafenib_general
EN_Dabrafenib_general_full
EN_Dabrafenib_MAPK
EN_Dabrafenib_MAPK_full
EN_Dabrafenib_radiation
EN_Dabrafenib_radiation_full
EN_Nutlin-3a-_218
EN_Nutlin-3a-_219
EN_Nutlin-3a-_general
EN_Nutlin-3a-_general_full
EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation
EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation_full
RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK
RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK_full
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation_full
RF_Fedratinib_218
RF_Fedratinib_219
RF_I-BET-762_218
RF_I-BET-762_219
RF_Methotrexate_218
RF_Methotrexate_219
RF_NG-25_217
RF_NG-25_219
RF_Nutlin-3a-_218
RF_Nutlin-3a-_219
RF_Nutlin-3a-_general
RF_Nutlin-3a-_general_full
RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation
RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation_full
RF_PHA-793887_217
RF_PHA-793887_219
RF_PIK-93_MTOR
RF_PIK-93_MTOR_full
RF_TL-1-85_216
RF_TL-1-85_219
RF_TPCA-1_218
RF_TPCA-1_219

EN_Dabrafenib_general
EN_Dabrafenib_general_full
EN_Dabrafenib_MAPK
EN_Dabrafenib_MAPK_full
EN_Dabrafenib_radiation
EN_Dabrafenib_radiation_full
EN_Nutlin-3a-_general
EN_Nutlin-3a-_general_full
EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation
EN_Nutlin-3a-_radiation_full
RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK
RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK_full
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation_full
RF_Fedratinib_217
RF_Fedratinib_219
RF_I-BET-762_217
RF_I-BET-762_219
RF_Nutlin-3a-_general
RF_Nutlin-3a-_general_full
RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation
RF_Nutlin-3a-_radiation_full
RF_TPCA-1_216
RF_TPCA-1_219

RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK
RF_Dabrafenib_MAPK_full
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation
RF_Dabrafenib_radiation_full
RF_Fedratinib_216
RF_Fedratinib_219
RF_I-BET-762_216
RF_I-BET-762_219

KS test
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Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.30399999999999994, pvalue=5.194893269078672e-41)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.07699999999999996, pvalue=0.004980209388706999)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.026000000000000023, pvalue=0.8839619016797211)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.624, pvalue=2.00671399531109e-171)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.116, pvalue=2.4642615623296313e-06)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.49800000000000005, pvalue=2.440498145795801e-109)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.481, pvalue=4.9707974966276805e-102)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.16099999999999998, pvalue=8.270878275321353e-12)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.09299999999999997, pvalue=0.00031822269506475234)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.04199999999999998, pvalue=0.33441587581529697)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.052000000000000046, pvalue=0.1298437801612358)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.40499999999999997, pvalue=1.8524010585039926e-72)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=1.0, pvalue=0.0)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.7180000000000001, pvalue=8.003341872904846e-227)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.6869999999999999, pvalue=1.0737553558448038e-207)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.6930000000000001, pvalue=2.4811710649893027e-211)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.07700000000000001, pvalue=0.004980209388706955)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.367, pvalue=1.4156189535081107e-59)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.17799999999999994, pvalue=2.4359584700752613e-14)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.08599999999999997, pvalue=0.001129793859041124)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.027000000000000024, pvalue=0.8547289084783269)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.03300000000000003, pvalue=0.6406050184621189)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.973, pvalue=0.0)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.32999999999999996, pvalue=2.9954050247865736e-48)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.29000000000000004, pvalue=2.331497967337647e-37)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.07300000000000006, pvalue=0.00913574241302825)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.04999999999999993, pvalue=0.15955408974378896)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.03300000000000003, pvalue=0.6406050184621189)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.03799999999999998, pvalue=0.45857979165717483)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.03999999999999998, pvalue=0.393526546026753)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.059, pvalue=0.05919719937924241)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.996, pvalue=0.0)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.03500000000000003, pvalue=0.5654378910227623)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.04299999999999993, pvalue=0.30720493085574785)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.025000000000000022, pvalue=0.9101088695418417)

Ks_2sampResult(statistic=0.41900000000000004, pvalue=1.5906693653735088e-77)

gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
mut_hgnc.ARAF
mut_hgnc.ATP13A1
mut_hgnc.ATM
gex_hgnc.ACVR2A
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.CD79B
gex_hgnc.IKZF1

gex_hgnc.ATM
mut_hgnc.BRAF
gex_hgnc.ATM
mut_hgnc.BRAF
gex_hgnc.ATM
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.RB1
mut_hgnc.TP53
gex_hgnc.BAX
mut_hgnc.BLM
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.ARAF
mut_hgnc.AR
mut_hgnc.ATM
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.GNA11
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.BAX
mut_hgnc.TP53
gex_hgnc.BAX
mut_hgnc.BLM
gex_hgnc.MET
gex_hgnc.IKZF1

1 st importance
gex_hgnc.AR
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.BRAF
mut_hgnc.RB1
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.BLM
mut_hgnc.BLM
mut_hgnc.ATF2
mut_hgnc.ARAF
mut_hgnc.ATM
mut_hgnc.ATM
gex_hgnc.GNA11
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.CXCR4
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.GNA11
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.FLT3
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.TP53
mut_hgnc.BLM
mut_hgnc.BLM
gex_hgnc.CD79B
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
gex_hgnc.PRKCB
gex_hgnc.PIK3CG
gex_hgnc.GNA11
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.IKZF1

988
990
993
992
326
1000
775
978

961
1000
932
1000
940
1000
293
1000
942
1000
994
990
992
992
887
1000
992
978
996
999
996
999
274
1000

25.72%
36.02%
34.10%
34.08%
12.30%
40.98%
50.68%
76.58%

7.84%
27.56%
8.17%
29.55%
7.83%
28.25%
59.60%
98.49%
30.15%
49.87%
36.13%
36.02%
34.18%
34.08%
18.24%
40.98%
82.30%
76.58%
77.66%
87.50%
77.94%
86.97%
15.04%
48.96%

gex_hgnc.VEGFB
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.MET
gex_hgnc.FAT4
gex_hgnc.CTNNA1
gex_hgnc.BTK

gex_hgnc.PARP2
gex_hgnc.AKT1
gex_hgnc.PARP2
gex_hgnc.PLK1
gex_hgnc.PARP2
gex_hgnc.ATM
mut_hgnc.ACD
mut_hgnc.ACD
gex_hgnc.MDM2
gex_hgnc.BAX
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
gex_hgnc.CD79A
gex_hgnc.FAT4
gex_hgnc.CD79B
gex_hgnc.BTK
gex_hgnc.PYGL
gex_hgnc.GLUL
gex_hgnc.MDM2
gex_hgnc.BAX
gex_hgnc.ACVR2A
gex_hgnc.GNA11

1 st importance count Mean 1 st importance value
2 nd importance
734
1.15%
mut_hgnc.NT5C2
1000
3.23%
mut_hgnc.ASXL1
1000
27.49%
gex_hgnc.PLK2
1000
27.56%
gex_hgnc.AKT1
1000
29.47%
gex_hgnc.PLK1
1000
29.55%
gex_hgnc.PLK1
1000
28.25%
gex_hgnc.ATM
1000
28.25%
gex_hgnc.ATM
603
12.26%
mut_hgnc.CDKN2A
1000
66.87%
mut_hgnc.MAP2K2
1000
98.40%
mut_hgnc.PKM2
1000
98.49%
mut_hgnc.ACD
1000
49.98%
gex_hgnc.BAX
1000
49.87%
gex_hgnc.BAX
991
36.24%
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
990
36.02%
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
992
34.07%
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
992
34.08%
gex_hgnc.BCL2A1
983
27.84%
gex_hgnc.BTK
1000
40.98%
gex_hgnc.FAT4
597
61.61%
gex_hgnc.GNA11
978
76.58%
gex_hgnc.BTK
623
52.18%
gex_hgnc.GNA11
1000
93.33%
gex_hgnc.CXCR4
957
59.50%
gex_hgnc.CD79B
909
67.71%
gex_hgnc.IKZF1
593
39.39%
gex_hgnc.CRLF2
1000
91.39%
gex_hgnc.EZH2
1000
87.33%
gex_hgnc.BAX
999
87.50%
gex_hgnc.GLUL
1000
87.26%
gex_hgnc.BAX
999
86.97%
gex_hgnc.BAX
205
15.57%
gex_hgnc.CD79A
998
42.55%
gex_hgnc.DDR2
937
36.76%
gex_hgnc.IL2RG
994
48.36%
gex_hgnc.PRKCB
818
18.29%
gex_hgnc.RUNX1
533
22.75%
gex_hgnc.ABL1
143
28.95%
gex_hgnc.GNA11
1000
48.96%
gex_hgnc.GNA11

309
913
928
918
249
344
610
799

506
416
624
629
630
415
44
451
941
948
923
913
926
918
8
344
831
799
28
95
709
791
316
427

9.82%
18.01%
16.55%
16.88%
7.88%
3.70%
23.68%
17.67%

5.77%
7.70%
6.21%
8.51%
5.84%
7.80%
0.00%
0.00%
22.44%
15.11%
17.65%
18.01%
16.71%
16.88%
5.24%
3.70%
12.06%
17.67%
5.25%
4.15%
13.36%
9.13%
9.91%
4.95%

2 nd importance count Mean 2 nd importance value
322
0.96%
26
0.98%
542
7.66%
416
7.70%
646
8.55%
629
8.51%
383
7.90%
415
7.80%
188
9.18%
570
6.84%
502
3.01%
451
0.00%
945
14.96%
948
15.11%
923
17.72%
913
18.01%
913
16.68%
918
16.88%
640
7.42%
344
3.70%
592
32.64%
799
17.67%
572
27.60%
768
6.27%
650
17.14%
862
24.36%
454
23.23%
131
4.73%
795
8.79%
95
4.15%
791
8.70%
791
9.13%
8
8.36%
63
3.77%
848
13.91%
988
13.97%
22
6.47%
521
15.41%
143
19.85%
427
4.95%

Table C: 1000 loops results

Table D: One gene list analysis

Combination
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
gex:all
cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
mut:all

Combination
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK

Combination
gex:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all

Combination
gex:all
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
mut:all

Combination
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK

RF
R2 score
0.196
0.182
0.167
0.155
0.017
0.004
-0.008

RF
R2 score
0.288
0.282
0.242
0.241
0.195
0.089
0.039

RF
R2 score
0.233
0.188
0.185
0.178
0.021
0.016
0.007

RF
R2 score
0.344
0.317
0.292
0.27
0.042
-0.003
-0.007

RF
R2 score
0.268
0.258
0.25
0.246
0.099
0.093
0.035

1 st feature importance
gex.GNA11 with 10.16%
gex.GNA11 with 10.01%
gex.GNA11 with 10.06%
gex.GNA11 with 11.09%
cnum.BCL2L2 with 8.57%
cnum.C7 with 6.33%
mut.MED12 with 9.6%

1 st feature importance
gex.MLANA with 13.88%
mut.BRAF with 81.3%
mut.BRAF with 15.87%
mut.BRAF with 39.46%
gex.MLANA with 22.85%
gex.MLANA with 18.65%
cnum.MITF with 52.4%

1 st feature importance
gex.IKZF1 with 79.77%
gex.IKZF1 with 87.8%
gex.IKZF1 with 88.57%
gex.IKZF1 with 89.7%
mut.MYC with 10.3%
cnum.C7 with 8.22%
mut.MYC with 22.9%

1 st feature importance
gex.BCL2 with 14.07%
gex.BCL2 with 14.21%
gex.BCL2 with 15.78%
gex.BCL2 with 16.74%
cnum.TCF7 with 3.38%
cnum.FLT4 with 9.59%
mut.TSPAN8 with 10.5%

1 st feature importance
gex.TGFBR2 with 8.33%
gex.TGFBR2 with 9.19%
gex.TGFBR2 with 7.53%
gex.TGFBR2 with 9.31%
mut.BRAF with 19.56%
mut.BRAF with 13.28%
cnum.MITF with 6.04%

2 nd feature importance
gex.BTK with 2.19%
gex.IKZF1 with 2.16%
gex.MET with 1.94%
gex.BTK with 2.76%
cnum.SKP2 with 4.79%
cnum.BCL2L2 with 6.27%
mut.GSX1 with 5.2%

2 nd feature importance
mut.BRAF with 13.45%
mut.TP53 with 2.22%
gex.MLANA with 13.14%
cnum.MITF with 6.92%
gex.MITF with 9.35%
gex.MITF with 4.43%
cnum.TCF7 with 7.4%

2 nd feature importance
gex.CXCR4 with 3.94%
gex.CXCR4 with 6.7%
gex.CXCR4 with 1.77%
gex.CXCR4 with 4.8%
cnum.C7 with 7.5%
cnum.SKP2 with 7.37%
mut.XYLT2 with 17.5%

2 nd feature importance
gex.BLM with 5.7%
gex.BLM with 4.22%
gex.POLE with 5.34%
gex.POLE with 3.92%
cnum.FLT4 with 3.13%
cnum.TCF7 with 6.0%
mut.PTMA with 9.6%

2 nd feature importance
gex.MLANA with 4.39%
gex.MLANA with 3.86%
gex.MLANA with 4.38%
gex.MLANA with 4.81%
mut.KRAS with 10.48%
mut.KRAS with 7.04%
cnum.CAT with 2.1%

5-Fluorouracil
Combination
gex:all
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all
Dabrafenib
Combination
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK
Methotrexate
Combination
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all
Navitoclax
Combination
gex:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
mut:all
Trametinib
Combination
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK

EN
R2 score
1 st feature importance
0.27
gex.TGFBR2 with 1.32%
0.258
gex.TGFBR2 with 0.79%
0.234
gex.TGFBR2 with 0.66%
0.213
mut.BRAF with 1.05%
0.117
mut.BRAF with 5.8%
0.088
mut.BRAF with 9.18%
0.079
cnum.MITF with 5.29%

EN
R2 score
1 st feature importance
0.34
gex.PMAIP1 with 8.51%
0.33
gex.PMAIP1 with 6.84%
0.309
gex.PMAIP1 with 8.32%
0.28
gex.PMAIP1 with 4.55%
0.107
cnum.PMAIP1 with 10.96%
0.076
mut.CDKN1B with 0.39%
-0.01
mut.CDKN1B with 0.34%

EN
R2 score
1 st feature importance
0.227
gex.MLKL with 2.42%
0.223
mut.XYLT2 with 0.32%
0.212
gex.SOCS1 with 0.53%
0.181
mut.XYLT2 with 2.21%
0.041
mut.MYC with 0.44%
0.038
cnum.SULT2A1 with 0.46%
-0.005
mut.MYC with 4.05%

EN
R2 score
1 st feature importance
0.337
mut.BRAF with 19.56%
0.284
mut.BRAF with 19.04%
0.249
gex.PAX3 with 2.53%
0.246
gex.PAX3 with 5.48%
0.216
mut.BRAF with 39.45%
0.214
mut.BRAF with 32.46%
0.081
cnum.MITF with 20.08%

EN
R2 score
1 st feature importance
0.207
gex.TNF with 2.69%
0.186
gex.CRIP2 with 1.29%
0.176
gex.CRIP2 with 0.89%
0.167
gex.PTPN13 with 0.74%
0.065
mut.MED12 with 0.3%
0.061
cnum.RB1 with 0.48%
-0.003
mut.TP53 with 0.15%

2 nd feature importance
mut.BRAF with 1.23%
gex.NPM1 with 0.62%
gex.BCOR with 0.54%
gex.TGFBR2 with 0.97%
mut.KRAS with 3.59%
mut.KRAS with 6.38%
cnum.CTNNB1 with 2.39%

2 nd feature importance
gex.MCL1 with 6.34%
gex.MCL1 with 5.47%
gex.MCL1 with 6.2%
gex.MCL1 with 3.33%
cnum.MAP2K2 with 7.23%
mut.TSPAN8 with 0.35%
mut.RB1 with 0.34%

2 nd feature importance
gex.SPEN with 2.41%
gex.SOCS1 with 0.3%
gex.MLKL with 0.49%
gex.ERBB2 with 1.89%
mut.XYLT2 with 0.4%
cnum.TNFAIP3 with 0.46%
mut.SRC with 2.03%

2 nd feature importance
gex.PARP2 with 4.56%
gex.PARP2 with 4.13%
gex.SH2B3 with 2.51%
gex.SH2B3 with 4.98%
mut.TP53 with 7.28%
cnum.MITF with 8.33%
cnum.CDKN2A with 5.51%

2 nd feature importance
gex.PLK3 with 2.12%
gex.TNF with 1.17%
gex.PLK3 with 0.79%
gex.OGT with 0.65%
mut.AURKA with 0.28%
cnum.MYCN with 0.45%
mut.MED12 with 0.12%

SVM
Combination
gex:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK

SVM
Combination
gex:all
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all

SVM
Combination
gex:all
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
mut:all

SVM
Combination
gex:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
gex:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK cnum:all_MAPK
mut:all_MAPK
cnum:all_MAPK

SVM
Combination
gex:all cnum:all
gex:all mut:all cnum:all
gex:all
gex:all mut:all
cnum:all
mut:all cnum:all
mut:all

R2 score
0.318
0.307
0.297
0.264
0.09
0.041
0.031

R2 score
0.327
0.287
0.245
0.243
0.07
0.043
-0.007

R2 score
0.241
0.199
0.164
0.151
0.063
0.021
0.006

R2 score
0.244
0.24
0.237
0.199
0.109
0.058
-0.023

R2 score
0.264
0.221
0.208
0.192
0.059
0.037
-0.023
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C. RSEN
A new machine learning algorithm – Random Subset Elastic Net (RSEN) – is described in the
following text. This algorithm needs specific inputs: A binary data matrix, a real number
matrix and a y-value file with data to predict (samples should match and be in the same order
for all files).
The basic idea behind this algorithm is that some datasets may have linear relations for
specific subsets. This setting is motivated by biomedical data: If a dataset is available with
genes as features and the respective values are mutation (mutated or not, thus binary) and
gene expression, a specific subset described by Boolean logic with respect to the binary data
file may create specific subsets where an Elastic Net can be trained on since a linear relation
or linear relations comes/ come to light in the subspace defined by the Boolean logic.
As for any machine learning algorithm, there are input parameters which are as follows:
min_count (determines how many samples of the binary matrix need to be in a Boolean;
absolute value), max_count (same, just with the maximum amount), matching_threshold
(determines how many samples from the whole dataset should be hit by at least one Boolean
each; percentage), p_value (weighting factor for the convex combination of the final score
calculation, see below), alpha and the l1_ratio (parameters from the Elastic Net algorithm).
Note that Boolean refers to a Boolean phrase (for instance [((((feature_3 = 0) AND
feature_42 = 1) OR feature_103 = 1) AND feature_115 = 0) …]).
The design and structure of this algorithm is described below:
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matchsamples = empty;
subthreshold = matching_threshold * number of samples;
ℬ = empty;
while count of matchsamples < covthreshold do
iteration = 0;
Boolean = empty;
covBoolean = 0;
while covBoolean < min_count or covBoolean > max_count do
randomly pick binary feature index and value, append to Boolean;
get covBoolean and matchsamples;
if all features in Boolean do
add one to iteration;
if iteration equals N do
break the whole outer while loop;
break;
else if covBoolean < min_count do
randomly pick binary feature index and value, append to Boolean connected via OR;
get covBoolean and matchsamples;
else if covBoolean > max_count do
randomly pick binary feature index and value, append to Boolean connected via AND;
get covBoolean and matchsamples;
end
end
if min_count ≤ covBoolean ≤ max_count do
create model and fit data with matchsamples;
get scoreBoolean;
append ℬ with (Boolean, scoreBoolean, model);
break;
end
end
create a fallback model (Boolean, scoreBoolean, model) where Boolean matches the whole dataset with
Elastic Net and append to ℬ;
results = empty;
foreach hold-out sample do
℘ = empty;
for (Boolean, scoreBoolean, model) in ℬ do
if Boolean matches with hold-out sample mutation values do
predict it with model;
append ℘ with (prediction ŷ𝑖 , scoreBoolean);
end
end
append results with 𝑦̂ = ∑𝑖∈℘ 𝑤𝑖 𝑦̂𝑖 ;
end
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matchsamples represents the set of matched samples from the whole dataset
covthreshold stands for the number of samples covered by at least one Boolean statement each
𝓑 contains triples of the Boolean with its respective scoreBoolean and model
℘ contains tuples of the actual prediction and scoresample for the hold-out sample prediction
iteration is a counter that can reach the N threshold for the amount of inner while loops where no
Boolean can be found
Boolean is a list of the feature indices combined with logical AND/OR and randomly selected binary
values
covBoolean stands for the number of samples covered by a respective Boolean
scoreBoolean is the predictive score of a respective Boolean during training
wi in the sum is the weighted score vector given by p_value*mi + (1 – p_value)*ai
ai is an average given via ∑

score2sample,i

2
jϵ℘ scoresample,j

for each Boolean i matching the hold-out sample

m is a vector with zero components, apart from one component which equals one for the component
where vector a has a maximum
results contains all the averaged predictions for each sample
𝐲̂ is the final prediction for a sample where 𝐲̂i is the prediction for the underlying ith Boolean
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